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nephi seer of modern times the home
literature novels of nephi anderson

richard H cracroft

nephi anderson known primarily among late twentieth century
latter day saints as the author of admedaddedAddeaddedupondUponupon 1898 1 attempted in
that widely read ambitious failurefaure to encompass all things in heaven and
earth within 140 pages 2132 B H roberts wrote this statement in admiration
but I1 assume anderson knew better at least if he didnt then he
would later when he came to be a much more accomplished writer
endowed as he was with a fine narrative gift a rich imagination and
a keen sense of appreciation for literary style anderson subsequently
attempted two major revisions of added upon in a futile effort to
transform his wooden tour de force into a lively novel on par with his
nine later works inevitably and sadly anderson has been dismissed or
heralded on the basis of this first novel when in fact he would be
better served by study of his ninenine later and always better novels
unfortunately the nine later works are now generally unavailable and
thus virtually ignored and anderson if discussed at all by modern
mormon critics isis dismissed as a one novel one failure author

the truth isis otherwise As an examination of anderson s ten novels
four additional books forty variousvarious articles and at least forty eight
identified short stories makes impressively evident anderson was a
vital and positive force inin turn of the century mormon letters his
unparalleled contribution was to combine a remarkably fervent faith
in the gospel of jesus christ and inin the teachings history culture
and missionmission of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints with a
singlemindedsingle minded devotion to establishing a mormon literature which
reflects this faith the fact of his popular success among the
latter day saints isis recorded in the number of editions his many works
enjoyed and which added upon still enjoys

but while mormon critics have generally dismissed anderson s

works without examining more than his first and weakest effort
andersons remaining body of writing should be of interest to

richard H cracroft isis a professor of english and dean of the college ofhumanities brigham young university
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mormonscormons in the mid 1980s not only because they reflectfinreflect annfinnan de aiklesieclesikle
LDS and american values and concerns and not only because anderson
has made the most important sustained literary effort to date in attempting
to fashion a significant didactic literature from the stuff of mormon belief
and practice but also because many of the literary questions he confronted
continue to challenge mormon writers critics and readers

11

christian nephi anderson was himself a thoroughgoing product
of the mormonism he so fervently professed born on 22 january22january 18651863
in christiania norway to latter day saint parents christian and
petronelle nielson anderson nephi as he always signed himself
emigrated to the united states with his parents in 1818717 1 when he was
only six years old the family settled in coalvilleCo alville and later ogden
where nephis father worked as a painter and paperhangerpaperhangerspaperhanger trades
which nephi also learned but soon left for a career in education
married 22 december 1886 to asenath tillotson neinetnel hi received his
education inin ogden schools and at the university of utah in 1892 93
he interrupted a career of teaching in box elder and weber countiescounties
to serve an LDS mission to his native norway

after his return from norway nephi again taught in several schools
inin ogden and brigham city and was named superintendent of schools
in box elder county where he served from 1900 1903 soon after
the death of his wife inin january 1904 anderson was called on a
second mission this time to great britain where his renown as a writerwriter
on LDS subjects led to service under mission president heberjheberd grant
as editor of the millennial star

following his release in 1906 anderson made an extensive tour of
europe after which he returned home to salt lake city where for three
years he taught as an instructor of english and missionary course teacher at
LDS high school injuneinjurein june 1908 anderson married maud rebecca symons
and injulyinjuryin july 1909 he was again called along with his family to serve
as missionaries in the central states headquartered inin independence
missouri anderson edited the liahona the voice of the church to
the central united states until the fall of 191910iglo10 when he was recalled
in order to serve as editor of the utah genealogical and histohistoricalicaricalinal
magazine replacing elderjosephEldeeldereidereide josephrjoseph fielding smith who had just been
called to the quorum of the twelve anderson served in this post
until his untimely death on 6 january 1923 at age fifty eight from
peritonitis which developed following emergency surgery
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besides being a missionary and a prolific writer anderson was
a dedicated church leader in 1910 he was called to the general board
of the MIA where he remained until his death he also served on
the general priesthood committee of the church and prepared several
courses of study for the church priesthood quorumsquorums he spent much
of his time during his last years traveling among the LDS stakes
giving instruction in genealogy for which he became a major force
in the church it was he who prophesied in october 191911igil11 that the
small genealogical library in salt lake city would one day be the
largest and best equipped in the world 3 3thetheathe esteem in which
anderson was held by church leaders is attested to by his funeral held
in the salt lake city tenth ward on 10 january 1923 at which
elder george albert smith and elderjosephEldeeldereidereide rjosephjoseph fielding smith of the
quorum of the twelve spoke as did elders anthony W ivins
rudger clawson and heberjheberd grant of the first quorum of seventy

all of whom spoke of his noble character and his efficient work in
the gospel cause 4 resolutions4resolutions from many of the stakes of the church
poured into salt lake city praising anderson for his genius and his
skill in teaching and in writing for the latter day saints 5

illIII111lii

it is in his genius and his skill as an author in the home
literature tradition that modern scholars are most interested for
anderson stands at the head of the home literature movement in
mormon letters that movement which also included such influential
figures as susa young gates orson F whitney emmeline B wells
B H roberts josephine spencer and augusta joyce crocheron

home literature fiction drama poetry and essays written by
faithful mormonscormons to instruct other latter day saints in mormon truth
mormon faith mormon standards and mormon commitment rose
to importance over the space of a single decade 1888 98 the latter
the year oiof added upon and has continued to be a force in mormon
letters ever sincesince

from the earliest days of the territory ofofdeseretdeseret the leaders of
the latter day saints had little use for fiction particularly of the
dime novel variety then flooding the country indeed george Q cannon
blamed novel reading for many of the evils which prevail inin the
world git61t6 it was only after the monolithic strength of mormon isolation
began to be threatened by the influx of gentiles and their accompanying
gentile values that church leaders notably orson F whitney
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susa young gates and emmeline B wells suggested that the church
fight the fires of a pervasive popular fiction with a fiction and a literature
lit at the torches of LDS values

in 1888 bishop whitney in a major address directed to the youth
of the church called on mormon writers to produce a literature for
home consumption a home literature pure and powerful
centering on mormon themes and reflecting mormon ideals a literature
which would one day enable the mormon culture to produce miltonsmillonsMil tons
and shakespearesShakespeares of its own 7

responding to this challenge nephi anderson wrote and
published to wide though not uncritical mormon acclaim added
upon 1898 a novel based on an idea which he had begun to
formulate in 18951893 following his return from his mission to norway
excited about the possibilities of a mormon literature and by the success

of this first book anderson exclaimed in A plea for fiction an
essay published in the first volume of the improvement era what
a field is here in mormonism for the pen of the novelist and he
called for promotion in the stakes of zion of the good pure
elevating kind of literature 8

in added upon and in the ninenine novels which would periodically
follow anderson attempted to achieve just that he worked with
imaginative vigor to express his appreciation for the impact of the
doctrines of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints on his life
and the lives of all who had been like him caught in the gospel net

anderson s literary theory is therefore similarly singlemindedsingle minded and
focused in his short story at st peter s gate published in the
improvement era 1917 anderson tells of a painter a singer a writer
of books a physician a businessman and a merchant applying for
entrance to heaven each of them however had catered in life only
to the wealthy none of whom was present in the heavens to testify
in the petitionerspetitioners behalf the writer when asked if he had taught
his readers great ideals replied 1 I never had patience with purpose
stories 9 consequently the writer anderson leads us to believe went
straight to the telestial kingdom with the rest of the gifted but selfish
artisans and businessmen by all means let us have inin literature as

in all else art for art s sake he wrote in purpose inin fiction
in 1898 only let us understand what art is and art for him meant
purpose for art deals with love and god is love art deals with
truth and god isis the source of all truth 111010

in purpose in fiction anderson succinctly states his literary creed
and the central tenet of LDS home literature when he insists that
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I1 I1 a good story is artistic preaching and that a novel which depicts
high ideals and gives to us representations of men and women as they
should and can be exerts an influence for good that is not easily
computed he concludes that the main object of literature is not to
provide amusement he who reaches the people he writes and the
story writer does that should not lose the opportunity of preaching I1nI1

the process of change and self realization through the gospel lies
at the center of each of andersons novels and short stories since
missionary work is the vehicle for preaching mormonism and
effecting such dramatic changes and insights anderson wrote about
it more or less in all of his novels and stories teaching the gospel
to receptive minds is the keenest joy of missionary life he writes in
A daughter ofodthethe north 1212andand in romance ofaodaof a missionary he writes
in a typical passage

the missionary spirit burned within him and drove out all fear if the
door was slammed in his face he simply hummed softly a song and
then went to the next door after a time he declared that he would
rather hold a good street meeting than to eat one of sister mcdonaldsDonaldsMc

splendid meals there was something exhilarating to the soul to have
a large company of people stand and listen to the message which he was
sent to deliver 13

andersons missionaries sometimes weak and often vulnerable grow
mighty in the work long before the long sleeved envelope of
official release sends them back to their patiently waiting utah
sweethearts

but his missionaries are after all only catalysts for broken and
contrite hearts thus anderson portrays again and again the pattern
of truth seeking acceptance trial change and gratitude haralds
father in the castle builder speaks for many ofandersonsofandersons characters
when he says thank god thank god the truth has come at last 14

such change is the dynamic force in all of andersons plots and
follows hard on the inevitable temptation and trial whether after the
irate parent has disinherited the young convert or after the bewildered
and handsome gentile lover has severed his relationship with the newly

baptized young woman the characters must then undergo the agony
of doubt and the consequences of their new mormonnessMormormonnessMormonness but the
heroes or heroines inevitably triumph over self never to waver again
they change their lives shed babylon and embrace the supposed
loneliness of mormonism only to be surprised by grace and the
blessings which follow conversion often in the form of material and
romantic recompense
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despite this purposeful didactic heresy anderson developed
into a craftsman whose integration of the gospel message into his stories
was increasingly subtle and skillful though dated his novels are still
generally readable occasionally charming often moving and always
faith promoting they are not as good as we would hope but they
are much better than some critics have led us to expect reminding
the reader on occasion of the works of such contemporary novelists
as william dean howells edward egglestonEggfestonteston and winston churchill
but the difference between anderson and other turn of the century
writers remains profound his novels are permeated with mormonism
which he explores in unprecedented ways he became the first
latter day saint to attempt a literary fusion of life modern fictional
modes and mormonism a fusion which continues to challenge
mormon writers As anderson s ten novels attest he grew increasingly
adept at making that difficult fusion

IV

nephi andersons first attempt at integrating mormonism and
realistic literature is a failure a failure which has moved several
generations of mormon teenagers in ammeyaddedAddeamzeyaddedupondUponupon 1898 anderson
attempts to follow signe and rupert and their friends through
premortal life and earth life into the spirit world through the
millennium and finally into exaltation with which he chose to deal
in blank verse the best sections of the novel are those concerning
earth life wherein anderson prefiguresprefigures his real strength telling a good
story

even in these mortal sections of added upon however
anderson fails to pay attention to transitions to necessary detail or
to logical character development his protagonist rupert moves from
norway to the american midwest and west through material success
and failure and loss ofhis true love only to find at the point of suicide
happiness in the restored gospel ofjesus christ as taught to him by
signe whom he marries and with whom he moves west once more
only to die in a construction accident the story then continues to follow
the couple signe laboring inin mortality and rupert in the spirit
world until they are reunited resurrected and eventually glorified

anderson s avowed purpose of course is to demonstrate mormon
teachings and some individual views concerning relationships
between the living and the dead the unborn and the living and the
importance of vicarious ordinances in behalf of the dead concerns
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similarly underlined in such modern spin offs of added upon as
saturday s warriorWanior star child and my turn on earth

often impatient and awkawlawkwardward with the vehicle of fiction at this
early stage in his career anderson frequently stumbles in his attempts
to combine story and sermon to his credit however his section on
the millennium shows imagination and insight and perhaps some
indebtedness to edward bellamy s looking backward 1888 and
william dean howellssHowellhowellisss A travellertravellerfromtromfrom altruciaaltruriaAltruria 1894 anderson
depicts for example a visit to the celestial city by the king of poland
who is conducted on a tour and taught the lords laws of social equality
economics government and of course theology the king learns that
it is truly a blessing to live in the holy city when george washington
martin luther and socrates arrive to speak to the children about history
the trio have been the guide points out at the school of the
prophets all morning and now they come from the high school yonder
you see what advantages today s students of history have he adds 15

evidence of artistic growth is abundant however in his second
novel marcus king mormon1900mormon 1900 16more16 more tightly focused with fewer
characters and a smaller canvas this novel follows marcus king a young
minister through his conversion to mormonism his rejection by his
fiancee alice merton because ofhis conversion and his exodus to utah
where he meets and eventually marries janet harmon but not until
he converts alice to the gospel nurses her until her death and returns
to utah and janet and temple marriage to both of his loves living
and dead a deus ex mormoniaMormonia ending which appears in several of
andersons novels and short stories

marcus king mormon is occasionally clumsy in its execution
notably in kings unnecessary confession at the end that he is the author
but has written in third person because of modesty a point of view
which then forces him to explain lamely that passages written in praise
of his character have been sneaked in by his wife janet without his
prior knowledge still in marcus king mormon far superior to and
far more readable than added upon anderson makes an interesting
attempt to examine personal sacrifice on an individual and a
collective level

in the castle builderbuilder19021902 andersons experimentation with
technique continues with even greater success as he turns to norway
for his setting and relates the fortunes ofofharaldharald a kind ofnorwegian
horatio alger who rises from rags to mormonism and his lovely
thora a wealthy lass who eventually renounces all for mormonism and
harald
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andersons developing technique is seen in his obvious but
sustained use of unifying symbolism in a number of rose and
castle building images for example as well as in his soaring romantic
descriptions of norwegian landscapes which he attempts often
successfully to parallel with beautiful gospel inscapesinscapes the castle
builder though sometimes overwritten becomes andersons first real
novel and he manages to mute gospel preaching and underscore the
realities of human psychology as his hero and heroine make important
accommodations in their lives because of their new faith

in his fourth novel piney ridge cottage 1912 17 published17published a
decade after the castle builder anderson sets the story in utah and
attempts to deal directly with the importance of marrying within the
faith julia elston a cultivated and beautiful mormon girl who reads
the atlantic harpers and ladies home journal and the church
magazines has her certain future with glen curtis temporarily
disrupted when her handsome adopted half brother a confirmed and
tenacious gentile arrives from chicago falls in love with her is
softened by association with the latter day saints and is taught the
gospel the question throughout however is whether the gentile
chester lawrence is converted to julia or to mormonism julia opts
after great internal turmoil to marry glen curtis who is called on
a mission he goes of course as refusal of a mission call
anderson teaches never enters the mind of a true latter day saint 18

chester spurned eventually leaves as well heartbroken but true to
his newly found faith all ends well when julia receives a belated but
comforting spiritual witness that she has done the right thing

in piney ridge cottage anderson portrays human psychology by
dealing with inner turmoil he demonstrates clearly and with a
sophistication uncommon in home literature that even when one lives
a righteous life decisions are not always easy it is only after julias
struggle and decision that she receives her spiritual confirmation in
this novel anderson also manages to use a passable dialect and to
portray a missionary farewell party with such effective local color that
the reader is reminded ofofbretoffretbret harte and even sarah orneornejewettjewett the
gospel while integral to the books fabric is often made subsidiary
or tangential to the drama being enacted in the misunderstandings
and decisions of the major characters

piney ridge cottage has a weak sequel in the story of
chester lawrence 1913 19 in which anderson takes the story of
gentile cum saint chester lawrence to its fanciful but not very satisfying
conclusion trying to heal his wounds chester while traveling by ship
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to england meets and falls in love with the lovely but frail
lucy strong chester converts lucy to mormonism much to the
discomfort ofotherher adopted minister father who it turns outisautisout is chesters
father after some weeks in england lucy terminally ill is hastened
homeward on an unseaworthy ship which sinks while the ship is

sinking and anderson is taking utmost advantage of all the lusitania
anguish lucy dies of natural causes chester nobly gives the last place
in the last boat to the reverend mr strong who goes sorrowing to
utah where he joins the church and will have the temple sealingsdealingssealings
performed in behalf of lucy and chester

the story of chester lawrence not nearly as successful as either
the castle builder or piney ridge cottage is literarilyliterarily one step
backward flawed as it is in its very conception but there are successful
moments as well scenes which demonstrate that anderson was still
growing in his technique he handles for example the various
settings of ireland england paris and lucerne in vivid prose and also
gives his readers their first taste of mormon proselytizing as chester
during his london stay accompanies the missionaries in their endeavors
throughout the book anderson also crafts an internal unity through
the lucy leitmotif he also suggests very subtly the symbolic
relationships between chesters voyaging and his life

one of the greatest evidences of andersons development as a
writer comes however in his next novel A daughter of the north
19151913 clearly one of his best A kind of reversal of the castle builder

A daughter of the north examines the effects onorfory atelia heldman
a lovely wealthy talented and nationally renowned norwegian
boat racer of her conversion to mormonism ateliaatella finding she
cannot embrace both mormonism and her beloved halvor steen is

tempted to recant but remains firm and passes the conversion agony
to halvor who eventually joins the church after proving to himself
that his conversion is genuine the couple rejoice in their newly found
church and emigrate to utah where they are sealed in the salt lake
temple

A daughter of the north full of internal character turmoil
lovely settings and believable conversation and plot is an exciting
novel it is packed with several adventures including fire and
shipwreck all set against the backdrop of norway s spectacular fjords
and painted on a mormon canvas not merely sprayed with a mormon
veneer andersons characters are real as is their misery their joy
their love and their impatience in waiting for the happiness they
eventually achieve A daughter odtheof fhethe north still reads well and might
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be favorably compared with such second ranked american novels as
harold frederic s the damnation ofoftheronthenontheron ware or edward eggleston s

the hoosier schoolmaster
withrowwithyowwithjohnWithWithjohnyowjow st john 1917 20 however anderson suffers from a failure

of focus and art selling his simmering pot of fiction for an epistolary mess
of mormon history like marcus king john st john leaves a life of
ease and wealth to investigate mormonismsMormonisms claims he joins the saints
in missouri is converted and in a long series of letters to his believing
mother and his inane and lifeless fiancee dora john relates the high
points ofofldsoflasLDS church history through the missouri and nauvoo periods
dull dora and her lovely sisterjanesisterjane visitjohnvisitvisivlsijohntJohn and his mother in nauvoo
but dora continues to resist the faith while jane becomes converted
to mormonism and to john this fragmented retelling of early church
history is followed by a rushed postscript in which anderson boggles
the readers mind by revealing that john st john prosperous and
middle aged is now the husband of both dora the dull and unbending
gentile and the vivacious charming and believable jane

john st john while it depicts some notable scenes is an artistic
failure in which anderson attempted to create in fiction that which
he had already better accomplished in exposition in his A young folk s

history of the church 1898 21

in his next novel the romance of a missionary 1919
anderson successfully follows elder willard dean through his first
faltering steps as a missionary into a brief flirtation with english saint
elsa fernley who reciprocates causing him to flee the city and to come
of age as an effective and mature missionary through his work among
the lower classes in industrial england toward the end of his
mission elder dean assists in sending elsa to utah where she marries
willards best friend at the end of the book willard still on his
mission is assured in a well crafted prophetic daydream of a bright
future with grace wells his lovely utah love

in the romance of a missionary anderson skillfully treats the
english rural and urban contrasts and portrays several of his characters
with a richness previously found only inin A daughter of the north
his missionaries have frailties as well as strengths and among his
englishmen are authentic portraits of poor and distressed human
beings as well as believable portrayals of the middle class anderson
weaves into the story a subplot involving a young woman cousin whose
life has been blighted by her lovers alcoholism elder dean is able
to effect reform and conversion in the young man and eventual
reconciliation with his fiancee
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but anderson is full of surprises his ninth novel isis totally
different from his earlier works the boys ofofspringtownsprzngtown 192022192 022 is

a pleasant summertime idyll about william wallace jones a young
english convert to the church sent to live with his aunt in springtownSpringtown
utah while his mother saves enough money to transport herself to
the american west anderson unfolds in a spritelyspratelyspri tely and entertaining
style reminiscent of the works of the yorgason brothers a number of
adventures among the lively mormon boys ofofspringtownspringtownSpring town the book
lighthearted and charming its mormonnessMormonness remarkably subtle still
reads well and continues to be read and appreciated where it is

available as a kind of mormon tom sawyer or penrod
anderson caps his literary career with dorian 19211921 23 probably23probably

his best and certainly his boldest novel dorian is the story of
dorian trent a small town mormon boy with intellectual abilities
which have been fanned to white heat by uncle zed the town
philosopher and avid disciple of orson pratt dorian a reader of
dickens thackeray huxley ingersoll and thomas paine is sobered
by the death of his first love mildred brown which turns him more
fervently to philosophy and away from practicality and awareness of
the unwavering love of his lovely neighbor carlia duke

dorian is first shaken into realization of his own feelings for carlia
by the attentions paid her by jack lamontlament a traveling salesman with
an automobile and dubious background when carlia disappears for
several months dorian undertakes a search for her only to learn that
months earlier jack had drugged and seduced carlia who had given
birth to an illegitimate child born dead dorian also discovers that
carlia ashamed and fearful remains in hiding he eventually finds
her and attempts to answer to himself the question could he let
his love for her overcome the repulsion which would arise like a black
cloud into his thoughtsthoughts242421 gradually he finds he can love her without
qualification without revealing to carlia that he knows ofotherher baby
he takes her home where she eventually confesses her fall only to
find that dorian has known all along having learned the lesson of
the book one must not only learn but also live the tenets of the theology
one studies As the book ends a year later carlia has nearly
completed what anderson calls a period of purification and after
discussing their future plans for education and temple marriage the
sadder but wiser pair walk on hand in hand writes anderson
symbolically down into the valley of sunshine and shadow 25

dorian is andersonsAndersenssons mature novel and it is generally a success
artistically anderson has come a long way gospel discussions among
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the characters continuecontinue to be important to the book as in all of
anderson s works but in dormandoriandomian they often form a counterpoint with
the ongoing life of the valley and are obstacles to doriansdorianaDorians real
understanding of carlia and life

the novel is real in the foreground are serious human dilemmas
and problems and carlia s fall and doriansdorianaDorians ability to forgive and
eventual willingness to marry her in the temple suggest a maturity and
wisdom in andersons final novel which makes it the success it generally
is doriandoiiandordandoiban recalls thomas hardy s tess odtheof ahetheage durbenDUrberdunberdurhervillesdurbervillesvilles but unlike
angel clair dorian demonstrates his own christian capacity to forgive
carlia is real she pouts frets grows angry despairs dorian is real
he becomes angry fights swears and irritates the reader in his
shortsightednessshort sightedness regarding carlia s plight all of this tempers doriansdorianaDorians
superior intellectual powers and gentles him to believability his
triumph comes in his struggle to harmonize his knowledge of science
and mormonism and in his forgiving relationship with carlia

dorlandorian also underscores a maturity not only in anderson but in
his readers or at least in andersons respect for his readers and fosters
hope for a more sophisticated LDS home literature with andersons
untimely passing however such promise was left unrealized for in
the next half century home literature conforming to the enervating
policies of the church magazines would fall far short of the promise
to which anderson had pointed at the end of his career

V

karl keller proclaims that literature cannot be theological tracts
with dogma abstracted ideas preached salvation harped on and he
insists that literature is seldom written and can be seldom written
in the service of religion 26 nephi anderson unwilling and unable
as he was to separate creed from experience or art from belief would
strongly disagree still while his work falls short of modern critical
expectations anderson moved steadily from writing the dogmatic
didacticism which keller attacks toward more subtle portrayals of life
as experienced by a man whose meat and drink and air were mormon

his accomplishments should be instructiveinstructive to modem mormon writers

for like many present writers he was fascinated by the flood subjects
of missionary and conversion experiences and by the old veritiesverifiesveri ties of
repentance personal worth love pride humility and spirituality he
attempted to deal with such themes in a way which is at once artistic and
orthodox a challenge which many current latter day saints captivated
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by babylon discuss but few attempt and fewer succeed in meeting
unable to separate mormonism out from the fibers of his art nephi
anderson tried very hard to turn his positive mormon experience into
significant art in andersons successes and failures in his steady progress
from artless dogma to gently dogmatic art are lessons to be learned by
modern mormon readers critics and a whole new generation of writers
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mission widow

eileen gibbons kump

amy put off going to bed for as long as she could she walked
around the sleeping children straightening quilts and making sure that
her footsteps were distinct on the wood floor she wrote loving words
to israel even though she had written today already and would soon
be out of paper she even emptied the chamber pot before it needed
it so that she could stomp down the stairs and back up one more time
finally too tired to resist sleep any longer she extinguished the lamp
with one deep breath of courage and pulled her feet after her into bed

the lamp was still warm beside her when she heard them like
wind in sawdust their motion whispered through the house the fat
and cocky rats their busy jaws already announcing the nightly feast
and treasure hunt were back

mortals do not perform miracles without practice amy had
practiced her hand trembled as she lit the lamp but she slid her feet
from the creaky bed without a sound and pushed them hard against
the floor slowly she stood and took one step toward the doorway
then having no lightning bolt or magic spear she seized the lamp
with one hand and the broom with the other and sprang down the
stairs she swung at corners and threw at shadows but the rats were
still too quick for her impressed no doubt with WOMAN but not
empty mouthed they retreated to their nests

amy went back upstairs without counting her losses she lay down
and began pulling covers as if at last she could sleep but it was a
deception how dare she seek comfort instead she curled toward the
edge of the bed ready to spring

this time she was quicker and when the battle was over one rat
remained stopped in flight by a broom lowering her lamp to the floor
amy bent over the body the night was not wasted the stiff little legs
looked incapable of mischief but laun s shoelace was in the teeth and

eileen gibbons kump is a noted writer of mormon fiction her breadandmdkbreudbread and milk and other stories was published
in 1981
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the belly was bloated As amy worked the shoelace free she studied
the startled eyes she ought to leave the body where it lay as a warning
to returning comrades but she knew that rats do not have brains if
they did they would take two shoelaces and they would not eat her
winter stores until their bellies swelled up like balloons the rat lying
dead in the middle of her kitchen floor was simply a dumb animal
with an instinct for her property she picked it up by the tip of its tail
and walking outside in her bare feet flung it as far as she could toward
the desert then even though she knew that one enemy casualty does
not win a war she went upstairs to stay she closed her door and hugged
the pillow around her ears after all she reasoned what does a
mission widow have of her own if not a nights sleep

she dreamed of israel he was not in australia on a mission he
was downstairs fixing the kitchen door in his prince albert suit and
black hat he was fitting soft sanded wood to wood and measuring with
an eye toward perfection his soundless motion detached from amy s

watching she tiptoed around him and now the door was glass and
she looked at him through it he held it tenderly his hands moved
it into place and secured it without screw or hammer

amy needed to ask him a question but the door needed him too
australia needed him he was distant through the door and no matter
what amy did or where she stood she could not get his attention finally
her tapping and moving broke the glass and he was gone

amy opened her eyes israel was not beside her or downstairs
either he was across the ocean in a green exotic land the rats were
dragging off her belongings and eating her food and the kitchen door
would not shut right for at least two more years because lola had been
swinging on it again a small hand clinging to each knob a bare foot
lifted to press hard against each side so that the floor would not get
inin her way israel had fixed the door again before he left but lola would
not be cured of swinging as if she understood that soon tomorrow
maybe her bottom would smack the floor

could there have been a mistake why had uncle dan childless
been sent to chicago mamie s letters came and went in two weeks
even tennessee where folks said a missionary had been tarred and
feathered was close enough for a wife to ask a question and get an
answer before her hair turned gray

the leaves and blossoms israel sent were brittle by the time they
arrived but the words six weeks aged were tender she felt each letter
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before she opened it moving her fingertips around the fragile enclosures
he always sent to shorten the miles between them she and the children
held each piece before they slipped it under glass

yet weary bones and sleepless nights told amy that a whole bushel
of keepsakeskeep sakes would not replace a missing sack of corn saved for human
consumption in winter she must save the corn and the sacks of fruit
and the shoelaces even the rags worn thin were necessary with or
without a mans help she must get rid of the rats

when amy slept again israel was still wearing the new black suit
this time he was lying on his stomach in the dirt by the back door
looking under the step that had tripped amy and a load of wash his
eyes glowing with purpose he studied each board it was the face of
the watchmaker in salt lake city bent over a small round intricacy
as god himself might bend over his world he mended but the
watchmaker was wearing an apron not a prince albert suit which
did god wear or did he change clothes to suit the task before him

the step looked perfect to amy now but israel kept fixing she
ran to bring his overalls from where they always hung inside the back
door the washtub was there but where were the overalls she could
not find them anywhere and slept out the night with a frown on her
face

morning and children woke amy together As she opened her eyes
necessity put sudden lumps in the feather mattress and there was
nothing to do but get up she followed the children down the stairs
and while she made a fire and put mush on to cook lola and irma
ran to see what the rats had taken launlatinlalin studied the broom enviously
it might be good for fighting one more war but the broken straws had
swept the floor for the last time why he wanted to know was he old
enough to help make a broom but too young to stay up and see it work

brooms dont work said amy we need something faster
and more efficient she paused even saying the words was hard

we need a trap
the worry on launs face she knew mirrored her own

can t we use poison grandpa would give us some
strychnine is out of the question said amy no matter what

grandpa said about well taught offspring amy would not set where
a child might discover it the tempting saucer of white powder As for
heaping her valuables around her bed the way some did and sleeping
with a frying pan in her hand she would never do that either she
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had envisioned a rat s nest walls banked with her dried apples and
peaches and corn cracks stuffed with her dishragsdishrags and ceilings
decorated with her shoelaces and ribbons no she would not sleep
in a nest

somewhere on the ranch hung the steel traps israel had used along
his tramlinetraplinetrapline when launlatinlalin could not find them amy was relieved she
had seen their black bite and wept over their victims even fox furs
warm and lovely did not erase those scenes no she would use a
deadfall instead it would be messy if not weighted properly but it
would work and she could build it herself she sent laun to the old
mill site for a board comfortably longer and wider than a rat with
israels jacknifejackknifejacknife he cut willows along the creek bed while amy chose
a gleaming cob of corn for bait and hefted the flatirons two would do

amy and the children built the trap by the hearth it was a strange
looking instrument but as deadfallsdeadfalls go it went lola and irma teased
the tempting bait with willows too spineless for prop or trigger down
came the board and irons laun reset the contraption and the girls
teased it and it fell again it was built just right after supper the
children hurried to their beds without fussing and amy sensing
adventure climbed the stairs with light feet

the first night amy emptied the trap six times she let launlatinlalin help
at first a pretended mans presence nearby but he fell asleep
between rats and amy was left alone As she disposed of the dead
she considered the food and belongings her enemy had taken other-
wise she could not have emptied the deadfall by herself she was not
a delicate woman she had lifted her share of mice out of the flour
bin and swatted enough flies to paper heaven but the seasonal slaughter
of a pig or calf was man s domain she stayed inside the house even
killing the tired old rooster that deserved better when his turn finally
came to be eaten israel spared her and brought him plucked to the
kitchen door how could a wife who had been thus protected dispose
of smashed rats the size of cottontailscottontails israel I1 have a question

night after night all night amy emptied and reset the deadfall
sometimessometimes hardly reaching the top of the stairs before the flatirons
came crashing down again standing there in her nightgown she was sure
that the rats brainless still spent their days in line waiting for darkness
and a chance to nibble the diminishing cob of corn and die their
insolence made climbing the stairs between victims to lean longingly
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toward her made bed seem more and more foolish as the nights
passed by

and then abruptly there were fewer trips downstairs until finally
one night the traps did not fall amy lay in amazed silence flinching
at sounds she could not believe that she had won in the morning
everything was in its place and the deadfall waited that night she
fell asleep in her dreams she and israel were no longer separated by
doors and questions and he was wearing his overalls the next day she
wrote to him about her victory and at bedtime she made sure the
trap was assembled but clearly all of the rats were either dead or
over to grandpa s eating strychnine

the night the trap resumed falling amy knew instantly that the
enemy lying dead in her kitchen was not a rat the fragrance of fresh
skunk exploded through the house she lay still pretending to dream
pushing herself into the mattress when the children began calling
for her she hurried to shut their door and insist that they stay behind
it then holding the lamp with one hand and her nose with the other
she tiptoed slowly down the stairs she lowered the lamp toward the
board and flatirons they moved the skunk spread out beneath them
was alarmed disheveled somewhat compressed but alive alive israel
she could not breathe she could hardly see what would a man do
with a skunk half alive in the kitchen would it take three flatirons
to kill a skunk

the stench gave amy no time to deliberate gasping she took
one tiny paw between her fingertips and dragged the skunk up the
stairsstairs and across the bedroom floor and threw it out the window such
a course seemed merciful but as she looked into the darkness below
she realized that she could not be sure she ran down the stairs and
outside there the skunk lay more alarmed more disheveled suffering
but alive what could she use not a broom surely oh dear no
the skunk must die by itself but how and how soon she had heard
that drowning was a sure way to be rid of a skunk stench and all
how much water would that take

she got the washtub and set it beside the skunk then she ran
to the well for water until the tub was full to the rim she knew
she was being extravagant but how was a woman to judge and
what if when itit came time to pick up the poor thing and drop it into
the precious water she couldnt do itit what if afterward the skunk
knew she wasnt israel and wouldnwouldnt t stay inin the tub long enough to
drown
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mocked by the skunks misery and her own amy took a deep
breath of the putrid air and with both hands against the side of the
big tub of water tipped it over on top of the skunk while water
soaked into the parched ground amy went inside for quilts and made
beds on the opposite side of the house surely the water would have
had to be thrown out anyway if a skunk had died in it probably it
would have been no good for any other use

the skunk passed away in the privacy of the family washtub amy
and the children a house away rolled under the distant stars and
watched for morning

dear israel

the rats are still gone the food and dishclothesdishclothes are safe buibutbul I1 have
ruined the washtub I1 have made lye soap in it and have scrubbed it
and the stairs and floors too of course and have let the sun beat into

it all day but it still smells to high heaven perhaps you have written
already to tell me what I1 should have done it was frightful and why
did I1 take the skunk upstairs every step is a reminder of my short-
sightednesssight edness on scrub day the smell is as fresh as the night it happened
As for washday the tub holds water still of course but the wet brings
out the skunk and on saturday although the children smell clean they
simply cannot bathe in it

im afraid you wont even want to come home to us oh of course
you will love us the same and perhaps the house will be livable with
time but the washtub so useful so necessary is ruined forever your
affectionate foolish wife

amy



my belief

richard L bushman

when 1I was growing up in portland oregon in the 1930s and
1940s I1 always thought of myself as a believing latter day saint my
parents were believers even when they were not attending church
regularly they still believed all of my relatives were latter day saints
and so far as I1 could tell accepted the gospel like eating and drinking
as a given of life in sunday school I1 tried to be good I1 answered
the teachers questions and gave talks that brought compliments from
the congregation from the outside my behavior probably looked like
the conventional compliance of a good boy but it went deeper than
mere appearance I1 prayed faithfully every night and whenever there
was a crisis I1 immediately thought of god I1 relied on my religion to
redeem me I1 often felt silly or weak and it was through prayer and
religious meditation that I1 mustered my forces to keep on trying As
a sophomore and junior in high school I1 was a thoroughbred
wallflower at least as I1 remember it now with no close friends at
lunchtime I1 often ate all by myself because no one noticed me and
I1 had no idea how to insinuate myself into a circle of people at the
end of my junior year a mormon friend in the class beyond mine said
it was my obligation for the honor of the church to run for student
body president one thing I1 had learned in church was to speak and
a good speech could win an election I1 prayed that god would help
me for the sake of the church got my speech together and was elected
that made redemption very real

partly because of the student government responsibilities that fell
to me as a senior I1 was admitted to harvard and left my family and
portland for cambridge in the fall of 1949 1I loved everything about
harvard the people the studies the atmosphere 1I was more myself
there than I1 had ever been in my whole life harvard helped redeem
me too but it also eroded my faith in god I1 went to church regularly
and made good friends with latter day saint graduate students a faculty
member or two and the small circle of mormon undergraduates the
undergraduates met sunday afternoons to discuss the scriptures we
debated everything about religion but we all were believers I1 do not
know why it was that by the end of my sophomore year my faith had

richard L bushman isis H rodney sharpshan professor of history at the universUnuniversityuniversoivers of delaware this essay will
appear inin A thoughtful faith essays on belief by mormon scholars ed philip L barlow salt lake city
canon press 1986
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drained away logical positivism was at a high tide in those days
trying to persuade us that sensory evidence was the only trustworthy
foundation for belief at the end ofmy freshman year I1 wrote a paper
comparing freud and nietzsche and confronted the assertion that
christian morality is the ideology of servile personalities who fear to
express their own deepest urges up until then I1 had prided myself
on being a servant of god was I1 also servile these ideas and perhaps
the constant strain of being on the defensive for believing at all must
have eaten away at my belief the issueissue in my mind never had anything
to do with latter day saint doctrine specifically I1 was not bothered
by the arguments against the institutional church which so trouble
people today or the problems of mormon history another current sore
spot I1 was not debating mormonism versus some other religion the
only question for me was god did he exist in any form or not I1 was
not worried about evil in the world as some agnostics are I1 suppose
mormon theology had made the existence of evil perfectly plausible
I1 simply wondered if there was any reason to believe was all of religion
a fantasy were we all fooling ourselves

these doubts came on strongest in the spring of my sophomore
year during the preceding christmas holiday I1 had been interviewed
for a mission and received a call to new england to serve under the
mission president who attended the same sacrament meeting as the
students inin cambridge did I1 have enough faith to go on a mission
I1 debated the question through the spring wondering if I1 were a
hypocrite and if fear of displeasing my parents was all that carried me
along and yet I1 never really considered not going it may be I1 think
looking back that my agnosticism was a little bit of a pose a touch
of stylish undergraduate angst it was true enough that my bosom did
not burn with faith on the other hand I1 was quite willing to pledge
two years to a mission so I1 went

the mission president wasjwasa howard maughan an agricultural
professor from utah state and former stake president in our opening
interview inin the mission home in cambridge he asked if I1 had a testimony
of the gospel I1 said I1 did not he was not at all rattled he asked if I1

would read a book and if I1 found a better explanation for itit than the book
itself gave to report it to him then he handed me the book of mormon
the next day I1 left north station in boston for halifax nova scotia for
the next three months while trying to learn the lessons and the usual
missionary discipline I1 wrestled with the book and wrote long entries
inin my journal I1 thought a lot about the three witnesses were they
liars had they been hypnotized were they pressured I1 believe it was
at that timetime I1 read hugh W nibley s lehi inin the desert I1 also read
the book of mormon and prayed sometimes in agnostic form ifyou
are god after three months president maughan came up for
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a conference and when it was my turn to speak I1 said with conviction that
I1 knew the book of mormon was right the reasons that I1 had concocted
for believing were not the difference though nibley made a great
impression itit was more the simple feeling that the book was right

the mission left me with another impression at harvard in those
days we talked a lot about the masses envisioning a sea of workers
faces marching into a factory in halifax we missionaries met the masses
every day tractingtrading and they did not exist there were a great number
of individual persons quite idiosyncratic perverse and interesting
they were no more a mass than the harvard faculty or the united states
congress that realization planted a seed of doubt about formal
conceptions did they conform to the reality of actual experience after
the mission I1 never again felt that the issues debated in the academy
were necessarily the issues of real life this skepticism grew especially
after I1 entered graduate school in history and learned how formulations
of the past had continually altered each generation of historians
overturning the conceptions of its predecessors and making new ones
for itself rational discourse came more and more to seem like a kind
of play always a little capricious and unreal and inin the end
compared to the experience of life itself not serious to confuse
intellectual constructions with reality or to govern one s life by
philosophy or an abstract system came to seem more and more foolhardy
my attitude as it developed was not precisely anti intellectual ideas
did not strike me as dangerous they were too weak to be dangerous
I1 was depreciating intellectual activity rather than decrying it but
whatever the proper label for this attitude it put distance between
me and the intellectuals whom I1 so admired and whom as it later
turned out I1 would aspire to emulate

paradoxically in my own intellectual endeavors I1 have benefited from
this skepticism engendered in the mission field for it has led me to trust
my own perceptions and experience over the convictions of my fellow
historians considered individually or en masse I1 have always thought
it possible that virtually anything taught and believed inin the academy
could be wrong repudiation of god by every intellectual in creation
did not mean god was nonexistent by the same token any of the
certainties of historical interpretation could be perfect errors however
fallible I1 might be myself however much subject to influences and
illusions I1 had to trust my own perceptions above everything else

after I1 returned from the mission field I1 no longer had doubts
but I1 did have questions they were not specific questions about the
meaning or validity of specific doctrines the wholesome kind of
questions that enlarge understanding they were the questions of some
unknown interlocutor who asked me to justify my faith why do you
believe the masked stranger asked this was the old question of my
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sophomore year asked now however of one who did believe who
had faith and was being called upon to justify it I1 suppose there was
nothing complicated about the questioning at harvard I1 studied in
the midst of people who made a business of defending their convictions
it was an unwritten rule that you must explain why you took a
position or supported a proposition why do you believe in god was
a question that all of harvard whispered in ones ears without prompting
from any skeptical inquisitorsinquisitoryinquisitors in fact when I1 returned to harvard in
19195319555 3 the religious atmosphere was much more favorable to believers
the president nathan pusey was himself a believing person and he
had seen to the hiring of paul tillich as a university professor and to
the rejuvenation of the divinity school even the agnostics listened
respectfully to tillich and undergraduates talked more freely of
their religious convictions in my senior year I1 headed a committee
sponsored by the student council on religion at harvard and our
poll of undergraduates turned up a majority who said they had a
religious orientation toward life even so the mood did not quiet my
faceless questioner I1 still wanted to justify my convictions

how those questionings came to an end is beyond my powers of
explanation for an undergraduate reader today still fired by fierce
doubts and a desperate need to know for sure one word may seem
to explain all complacency but I1 myself do not feel that way my
questions have not simply grown dim over the years nor have I1 answered
them instead I1 have come to understand questions and answers
differently although I1 cannot say what truly made the difference a
series of specific experiences small insights revelations new ideas
all addressing the same issue and coming over a period of thirty years
have caused me to change my viewsviews I1 now have a new sense of what
constitutes belief

for a long time twentyfivetwenty five years or more I1 went on trying to
answer the questioner I1 received little help from religious philosophers
the traditional proofs for god never made an impression on me I1

did not find flaws in them they simply seemed irrelevant my
empirical temperament and suspicion of grand systems worked against
any enthusiasm for arguments about a prime mover I1 never studied
those arguments or made the slightest effort to make them my own
my chief line of reasoning was based on the book of mormon it was
concrete and real and seemed like a foundation for belief not merely
belief in joseph smith but in christ and god joseph smith and
mormonism as I1 said before were never the issues it was god primarily
although itit was a lengthy chain from the historicity of the book of
mormon to josephs revelations to the existence of god it was a chain
that held for me I1 felt satisfied that if that book were true my
position was sound without it I1 do not know where I1 would be I1
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have imagined myself as a religious agnostic were it not for the
book of mormon that is why hugh nibley s writings played a large
part in my thinking although I1 recognized the eccentricities of his
style and was never completely confident of his scholarship there
seemed to me enough there to make a case 1 nephi could not be
dismissed as fraudulent and so far as I1 know no one has refuted the
argument nibley made in leailehilealleolinin the desert he offered just the kind
of evidence I1 was looking for in my pursuit of answers evidence that
was specific empirical historical

nibley s style was important enough that I1 made one attempt
myself to prove the book of mormon in the nibleyesqueNibleyesque manner and
this effort came about in such a way as to confirm my belief when
I1 was asked to give some talks in utah during the bicentennial of the
american revolution I1 decided to examine the political principles
embodied inin the book of mormon and make some application to our
revolution and constitution I1 thought this would be simple enough
because of the switch from monarchy to a republic during the reign
of mosiahmoslah I1 was sure that somewhere in mosiahsMosiahs statements I1 would
find ideas relevant to the modern world with that in mind I1 accepted
the invitation to talk but not until a few months before I1 was to appear
did I1 get down to work to my dismay I1 could not find what I1 was
looking for everything seemed just off the point confused and baffling
I1 could not find the directions for a sound republic that I1 had expected
gradually it dawned on me that the very absence of republican
statements might in itself be interesting I1 long ago learned that it
is better to flow with the evidence than to compel compliance with
one s preformed ideas so I1 asked instead what does the book of mormon
say about politics to my surprise I1 discovered it was quite an
unrepublican book not only was nephi a king and monarchy
presented as the ideal government in an ideal world but the supposedly
republican government instituted under mosiah did not function that
way at all there was no elected legislature and the chief judges usually
inherited their office rather than being chosen for it eventually I1 came
to see that here was my chance to emulate nibley if joseph smith
was suffused with republican ideas as I1 was confident he was then
the absence of such sentiments inin nephite society was peculiar another
evidence that he did not write the book of mormon eventually all
of this came together in an article the book of mormon and the
american revolution published in BYU studies inin 1976

while circumstances and my predilection to justify belief influenced
me up to that point and beyond my commitment to this kind of
endeavor gradually weakened perhaps most influential was a gradual
merger of personality and belief by 1976 1I had been a branch
president and a bishop and was then a stake president those offices
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required me to give blessings inin the name of god and to seek
solutions to difficult problems nearly every day I1 usually felt entirely
inadequate to the demands placed upon me and could not function
at all without some measure of inspiration what I1 did the way I1 acted
my inner thoughts were all intermingled with this effort to speak and
act religiously for god I1 could no longer entertain the possibility that
god did not exist because I1 felt his power working through me
sometimes I1 toyed with the notion that there could be other ways of
describing what happened when I1 felt inspired but the only language
that actually worked the only ideas that brought inspiration and did
justice to the experience when it came were the words inin the scriptures
only when I1 thought of god as a person interested in me and asked
for help as a member of christ s kingdom did idea and reality fit
properly only that language properly honored the experience I1 had
day after day inin my callings

church work more than anything else probably quieted my old
questions but there were certain moments when these cumulative
experiences precipitated new ideas once in the early 1960s while I1

held a postdoctoral fellowship at brown university and was visiting
cambridge I1 happened into a young adult discussion led I1 believe
by terry warner he had the group read the grand inquisitor passage
inin the brothers karamazov the sentences that stuck with me that
time through were the ones having to do with wanting to find reasons
for belief that would convince the whole world and compel everyone
to believe that was the wish of the inquisitor a wish implicitly
repudiated by christ the obvious fact that there is no convincing
everyone that a religious idea isis true came home strongly at that
moment it is impossible and arrogant and yet that was exactly what
I1 was attempting when I1 sought to justify my belief I1 was looking
for answers that would persuade all reasonable men that was why
I1 liked nibley he put his readers over a barrel I1 wanted something
that no one could deny in that moment inin cambridge I1 realized the
futility of the quest

I1 was moved still further inin this direction by a lecture whiwhichch
neal maxwell invited me to give at brigham young university in 1974
as part of the commissioner s lecture series I1 cannot for the life of
me recall why I1 turned to the topic of joseph smith and skepticism
but that was the subject in that lecture I1 sketched in the massivemassive
effort to demonstrate rationally the authenticity of the christian
revelation the effort began in the early eighteenth century when
deism first took hold inin earnest and continued through the nineteenth
century the christian rationalists assembled all the evidence they could
muster to prove that biblical miracles such as the parting of the
red sea were authentic and therefore evidence of god s endorsement
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of israel in the course of the nineteenth century as agnosticism
waxed strong among intellectuals the volumes on christian evidences
proliferated I1 can still remember sitting on the floor in the basement
of the harvard divinity school library flipping through these books
each one almost exactly like the others I1 realized then that the
tradition of seeking proof was very strong in the nineteenth century
and that mormonscormons had been influenced by it B H roberts a man
troubled by questions as I1 had been and a great apologist for the latter
day saint faith borrowed these methods his new witnesserwitnessorwitnessforWitness foror god
was a replica of the books in the harvard divinity school basement
except with mormon examples and conclusions hugh nibley dropped
the nineteenth century format for works of christian evidences but
his mode of reasoning was basically the same

awareness of the affinity of nibley with these protestant works
did not dilute my own interest in evidences the study of book of
mormon republicanism my own contribution to the genre came along
two years later but the contradictions were taking shape in my mind
and readied me I1 suppose for a personal paradigmatic shift it
occurred in the early 1980s at the university of indiana stephen stein
of the religion department had some lilly endowment money to assemble
scholars and religious leaders from variousvarious denominations to discuss
their beliefs withjanwithmanwith jan shipps s help he brought together a handfuldhandful
of mormon historians some historians of american religion a local
stake president and regional representative and a seminary teacher
the topic was joseph smith the historians among us made some
opening comments about the prophet and then over a day and a half
we discussed the issuesissues that emerged it was a revelatory assemblage
from my point of view because it brought together in one room
representatives of the various groups involved in my religious life
church leaders non mormon scholars and mormon scholars although
all of these people had been represented in my mind symbolically
before they had never been together in person before my face
talking about joseph smith

their presence brought together notions that previously had been
floating about separately in my head sometime in the middle of the
conversations it came to me in a flash that I1 did not want to prove
the authenticity ofofjosephjoseph smith s calling to anyone I1 did not want
to wrestle stephen stein to the mat and make him cry uncle it
was a false position at least for me and one that I1 doubted would
have any long range good results I1 recognized then that the pursuit of
christian evidences was not a mormon tradition it was a borrowing
from protestantism and not at a moment when protestantism was at
one of itsits high points at any rate it was not my tradition and I1 did
not want to participate in it there was no proving religion to anyone
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belief came by other means by hearing testimonies or by individual
pursuit or by the grace of god but not by hammering

by the time of the conference I1 had completed the manuscript
of joseph smith and the beginnings of mormonism the book of
mormon chapter in that book hammered at readers my urge had been
to show that the common secular explanations of the book of
mormon were in error and to imply if not to insist that only a divine
explanation would do in the revision I1 tried without complete
success to moderate the tone I1 did not wish to dissipate the basic
argument which is that the counterexplanationscounterexplanations are inadequate to the
complexity of the book but I1 sincerely did not want to push readers
into a corner and force them to come out fighting the desire to
compel belief the wish of the grand inquisitor was exactly what I1

had abandoned
at the present moment the question of why I1 believe no longer

has meaning for me I1 do not ask it of myself or attempt to give my
reasons to others the fact is that I1 do believe that isis a given of my
nature and whatever reasons I1 might give would be insufficient and
inaccurate more relevant to my current condition is a related question
how do others come to believe I1 would like to know if there is anything
I1 can do that will draw people to faith in christ and in the priesthood
my answer to this question is of course related to my personal
experiences I1 no longer think that people can be compelled to believe
by any form of reasoning whether from the scripture or from historical
evidence they will believe if it is in their natures to believe all I1

can do isis to attempt to bring forward the believing nature smothered
as itit isis inin most people by the other natures that culture forms in us
the first responsibility is to tell the story to say very simply what
happened so that knowledge of those events can do itsits work but that
is the easy part the part that could be done by books or television
the hard part is to create an atmosphere where the spiritual nature
the deep down goodness in the person can react to the story honestly
and directly some people can create that atmosphere quite easily by
the very strength of their own spiritual personalities it is hard for me
there are too many other natures in me the vain aspirer formed
in childhood the intellectual fostered at harvard the would be
dominant male created by who knows what but I1 do believe that when
I1 am none of these and instead am a humble follower of christ who
tells the story without pretense to friends whom I1 love and respect
then they will believe if they want to and conversionconversion is possible
questions may be answered and reasons given but these are peripheral
and essentially irrelevant what isis essential is for a person to listen
carefully and openly inin an attitude of trust if belief isis to be formed
in the human mind it will I1 think be formed that way



johann sebastian bach
and george frederick handel

in remembrance of the three hundredth
anniversary of their births

hans wilhelm kelling

because of the many musical anniversaries the council ofeurope
proclaimed 1985 the european music year heinrich schutz1schiitzschiltzschutze was born
four hundred years ago domenico scarlatti2threeScarlatti 2 three hundred years ago
johann christian bach3twobach3bacha two hundred and fifty years ago and alban berg4berga
one hundred years ago also born three hundred years ago within
four weeks of each other were two of the western worlds greatest
composers george frederick handel whose german name was
georg friedrich handel5hdndel5handele andjohannand johann sebastian bach the tercentenary
year of their births has been celebrated with special concerts
performances lectures and publications since both men have so
greatly enriched our lives with their music it is appropriate that we
refresh our memories and recall some of their most impressive
accomplishments

BACH AND HANDEL

bach and handel were born just a month apart and their birth
places eisenach and halle are located only approximately seventy miles
from each other and less than that from the town of freiberg where
the new LDS temple was dedicated also in 1985 although they grew
up in such close proximity knew of each other and were acquainted
with some of each other s compositions their paths took different
directions and as far as we know they never met we do not know
the reason for this there certainly were opportunities for a meeting
the two composers on various occasions worked and visited in places
close to each other and since they both traveled they could have
arranged the opportunity for such a meeting but it seems that they
did not perhaps they deliberately avoided each other

hans wilhelm kelling is a professor of german at brigham young university
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since bach and handel were contemporaries and their music covers
some common ground and since they inherited the same musical
tradition they are often thought of together they are now considered
the greatest composers of the baroque period climaxing both the
renaissance and baroque styles in their own time however their genius
was not universally recognized and bach was renowned more as an
organist than as a composer their contemporaries rejected some of
their compositions as out of style foreign or too old fashioned and
considered bach and handel very different from each other both
musically and personally

in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries the italians
dominated music especially opera a genre which handel preferred
for many years and in which he excelled opera was written in the
italian style which meant placing supreme emphasis on melody for
its own sake and on vocal virtuosity at the expense of simplicity and
austerity besides opera a variety of vocal forms had been developed
including the oratorio the passion and the cantata 6 instrumental
musicmusic had also reached a high level of development the opera the
oratorio the cantata the passion and the concerto were the musical
forms bach and handel encountered carefully studied at first
imitated then developed refined and led to heights which with
the exception of opera have not been surpassed since

bach centered his life and work mainly around the church while
handel concentrated on secular endeavors the opera and finally the
oratorio which with the exception of the messiah were primarily
based on historical texts bach never traveled abroad and he rarely
traveled in germany handel on the other hand traveled extensively
in italy holland england ireland and of course in germany bach
married twice and fathered twenty children handel remained a
bachelor and had no posterity bach came from a musical family
some seventy members of the bach family were accomplished professional
musicians but handel s ancestors appear to have had no musical
talent while handel was highly acclaimed during much of his lifetime
earned a comfortable living and mingled with kings and queens at
the english court in london and while his star continued to rise steadily
after his death bachs life consisted of constant hard work and of a
basically unheralded career which was forgotten within a few years after
his death his sonsonjohannjohann christian is supposed to have called him
the old wig because his contrapuntal medium of four part harmony
and abstruse fuguesdugues was considered unfashionable and passe 7 his
magnificent passion according to st matthew was practically unheard
until felix mendelssohn revived it in a memorable performance in 1829
since then bach s stature has steadily risenrisen and today his fame is
undisputed and far surpasses that of handel handels forty one operas
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which were so fashionable in his day are now rarely performed though
some have been revived recently mainly for historical reasons our
tastes have changed and so have the voicesvoices for which the ariasarlasardasariasaddas were
composed notably the castrati surgically altered male sopranos whose
vocal power and awesome technical ability and breath control thrilled
audiences in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 8 of his twenty
four oratorios only the messiah has become a regular concert staple
it was acclaimed as a masterpiece from the beginning and has enjoyed
unparalleled popularity ever since handel s great choruses especially
those from the messiah are well known particularly in england and
the united states and are frequently performed by choirs great and
small bachs most popular choruses are also well known and require
exceptional skill on the part of the performers most however are not
usually recalled and hummed by the average concertgoer after a
performance

to state as a fact that bach s choral musicmusic isis generally not intrinsically
vocal that itit isis difficult to sing implies not the slightest criticism
indeed I1 consider it one of the fortuitous virtuesvirtues of bachs musicmusic inin general
that itit does demand self discipline and long arduous hours of practise
on the part of those who would perform it 9

for a number of years as a schoolboy bach sang in church choirs
and later in his life conducted choirs thereby gaining an insight
into the subtleties of choral composition and a sympathetic approach
as a composer to the problems of choral style and that I1 may say
puts a heavy burden on the credulousness of the conductor and singer
of bach s music 10 most choral singers find handel more melodious
than bach handel knew what the public wanted and what singers
loved to sing in his decorative choral passages once handel sets the
pattern he generally preserves it 11 one can anticipate handel but
not bach

handel loved opera the most dramatic spectacular and lucrative
musical genre of the time he wanted to be a successful opera
composer and although he succeeded for a while in the end he
failed bach on the other hand eschewed opera entirely handel
became the unrivaled master of the oratorio and handel s oratorios
like all his compositions were written for thethe public bach composed
mainly for himself and for the glory of god and his greatest works
are church cantatascantatas and organ music

both masters knew tragedy inin their lives As a young boy handel
lost his father bach lost his father and his mother his first wife and
ten of his children both had to overcome opposition and adversity
ignorance and intolerance both composers became blind during the
last years of their lives but this malady did not stifle or appreciably
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interrupt their creativity and vitality handel s last oratorio the
triumph of time and truth is considered as vibrant and brilliant as
his early works and bachs valedictory work the choral prelude when
weve are in deepest need dictated to his soninlawson in law because the master
was totally blind has all the power of the compositions of his youth

after this general comparison of the two masters we will now look
at the life and accomplishments of each individually

GEORGE FREDERICK HANDEL

handel s ancestors like those ofbach came from eastern europe
silesia and bohemia and settled in saxony they had become
converted to the lutheran church and left their homeland in order
to practice their religion freely handels father georg 1622 97 was
a barber surgeon and became the court physician to the duke of
saxe weissenfels his first wife had died and he had married
dorothea taustbaust the daughter of a prominent lutheran pastor she
was thirty years younger than her husband and bore him two sons and
two daughters the oldest son died the second was george frederick
george frederick was born on 23 february 1685 in halle which
belonged to the territories ruled by the elector of brandenburg 121 2

handels gift for music became apparent very early in his youth
initially his father seems to have been opposed to a musical education
for handel but musicians and other influential men at the court
prevailed upon him to allow george frederick to take lessons his first
teacher was friedrich wilhelm zachow a fine musician and a
composer of average talent who taught young handel composition
organ piano harpsichord violin and oboe when handel s father
died in 1697 the boy s musicmusic lessons were intensified he also learned
greek and latin at the gymnasiagymnasigymnasiumum and later studied at the university
in halle where in 1702 he became organist at the cathedral for one year

A well rounded education for an artist usually included travel to
cities and countries where other well known artists worked and were
available for tutoring after his year as cathedral organist inin halle
handel traveled to hamburg a major trading center in the north whose
wealthy merchants had established the first opera stage inin germany
in 1678 the opera house was more a place of popular entertainment
than of culture although the music of the operas performed there
was passable the texts were common and crude and were usually
based on recent historical events with which everyone was familar they
emphasized the comical farcical and risque handel came in contact
with several of the local musicians and earned a fair amount of money
by playing the violin and the piano for the opera company and by
composing several operas which were apparently performed with great
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success he was able to save a substantial amount of money which
made it possible for him to accept an invitation to visit italy the country
where at that time opera and other musical genres were cultivated
and developed he visited florence venice rome and naples and
thereby came in contact with such famous composers as scarlatti and
corelli and with cultured and influential leaders of the roman catholic
church and of the european aristocracy who gave him support and
referrals and thus influenced his future career he enjoyed tremendous
success both as a performing musician and as a composer he composed
operas cantatascantatas church music and an oratorio all of which were
performed in front of enthusiastic audiences in venice his opera
agrippina was played a number of times and was wildly acclaimed

members of the court of hanover were present during the venice
presentation and they invited handel to hanover where george of
brunswick ruled he later became king george I1 of england handel
accepted the position of kapellmeisterkapellmeister at an annual salary of one
thousand ducatsdubats a very substantial sum of money and considerably
more than bach earned as cantor in leipzig inin his later life 13the13 the terms
of his employment allowed handel to travel extensively the courts
of london and hanover maintained warm relations with each other
and english noblemen invited handel to visit london an invitation
he accepted late in 1710

london at that time a city of half a million people was a major
european cultural center the home of such renowned authors and
philosophers as john dryden alexander pope jonathan swift
daniel defoe joseph addison richard steele john locke
george berkeley and isaac newton music in london however did
not enjoy the same renown as literature and philosophy in fact since
the death of henry purcell in 1695 it had reached a low point the
aristocracy was enamored with italian opera with his training and
experience in hamburg and italy handel had mastered italian opera
and was eminently qualified to satisfy the taste of london high
society he composed and performed his opera rinaldo which became
an instant and resounding success handel himself accompanied the
singers on the harpsichord and his brilliant improvisations thrilled
the audience as did also several of the melodies from the opera which
soon became tunes for popular marches and drinking songs the march
from the third act became the royal guard march and was used
by john pepuschpegusch in the beggars opera the aria 11IIil tricerbero
humiliahumiliateto became a popular drinking song with the text let the
waiter bring clean glasses almirenamirenaalvirenaAl s saraband handel s own
favorite melody lasciaalascia chio pianga is sung to this day inin the
church of england as the hymn father inin heaven 14 14romainremainRomain rolland
calls the rinaldo a turning point in the history of music since it marks
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the moment when german composers handel hasse gluck and
mozart wrote better italian operas than the italians 15

handel returned briefly to hanover but in 1712 settled permanently
in london and in 1726 became an english citizen queen anne awarded
him an annual stipend of two hundred pounds which was raised to four
hundred pounds by george of hanover who had become king of england
in 1714 john mainwaring one of the early biographers of handel
reports that handel regained king george s favor with his performance
of the water music on the occasion of a party on the water
presumably the river thames but this account is probably anecdotal 16

the water music is undoubtedly the best developed and most
popular of handel s instrumental compositions it consists of three
suites the first in F major for oboes bassoonsbassoons horns strings and
basso continuocontinue the second in D major adding trumpets to the first
set of instruments and the third inin G major for flutes piccolospiccoloapiccolos oboes
strings and basso continuocontinue the music of the suites in F and D is
open air music because of the brilliant flourishes of the trumpets and
the horns no brass is used in the suite in G and itit has a more pastoral
chamber like character and can be more readily performed indoors
handel s superb mastery of instrumental music is evident inin these three
suites which are not martial like the fireworks music but uniquely
capture more of the social air and spirit of the royal court

the king the court and english high society adored handel and
the twelve years following his arrival in london marked his greatest
success culminating in the establishment of the royal academy of
music inin 1720 a precarious commercial venture the purpose of the
academy was for the investors to earn large sums of money from musical
performances primarily opera handel was appointed the director and
labored valiantly to make the enterprise successful but in the end failed
the italian style with its irrational and sometimes ludicrous actions
on stage had long annoyed english intellectuals who with wit and
satire criticized the operas and called for a national theater that would
perform works more to the liking of the english the deadly blow
to the academy which closed permanently in june 1728 and
eventually to handel s operatic productions came inin 1727 when
the beggars opera was performed for ninety nights to cheering
audiences the text byjohnby john gay was bawdy vulgar very witty and
written in english so that everyone could understand it john pepuschpegusch
had borrowed many of the tunes from purcell and handel it was the
death knell of handel s operas and the italian singers 17

handel continued to writewrite operas until 1741 but the complete
failure of his last works convinced him that his opera career was finished
though not his career as a composer and musician 18 his fortunes soon
changed for the better
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in the summer of 1741 handel received an invitation from
william duke of devonshire who was the lord lieutenant of ireland
to visit dublin handel had just completed his messiah and planned
to perform it in dublin and donate the proceeds to charity the
performance was a resounding success the dublinjournaldublin journal wrote on
17 april 1742

on tuesday last the 13th mr handels sacred grand oratorio the
MESSIAH was performed at the new musick hall in fishamble street
the best judges allowed it to be the most finished piece of musick
words are wanting to express the exquisite delight it afforded
to the admiring croudedclouded audience the sublime the grand and
the tender adapted to the most elevated majesticemajestickmajestick and moving
words conspired to transport and charm the ravishedlavishedravished heart and
ear 199

handel had composed the music and filled in the instrumentation
in only twenty four days considering the immensity of the work
and the short time involved it will remain perhaps for ever the greatest
feat in the whole history of musical composition 20

it was the achievement of a giant inspired the work of one who by
some extraordinary mental feat had drawn himself completely out of
the world so that he dwelt or believed he dwelt in the pastures of
god what happened was that handel passed through a superb dream
he was unconscious of the world during that timetime unconscious of itsits
press and call his whole mind was in a trance he did not leave the house
his manservant brought him food and as often as not returned in an
hour to the room to find the food untouched and his master staring
into vacancy when he had completed part 11II with the hallelujah
chorus his servant found him at the table tears streaming from his
eyes 1 I did think I1 did see all heaven before me and the great god
himself he exclaimed of a certainty handel was swept by some
influence not of the world during that month an influence not merely
visionary never in his life had he experienced the same emotional sense
and he never experienced it in the same measure again for twenty four
days he knew those uplands reached only by the higher qualities of the
soulSOUI 21

As we would expect some modern skeptics doubt this account
and reject it as excess romanticismromanticism 22 for latter day saints
however who believe that god can and does reveal himself through
beautiful art and for whom the messiah is a revered masterpiece
frequently performed on appropriate occasionsoccasions the report that
handel was inspired and heard heavenly choirs isis entirely
plausible

in later years when handel had returned to london he performed
the messiah annually for charity and raised substantial amounts of
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money for the poor and the sick 23the23 the beautiful music stirred thousands
of listeners and when the messiah was first performed in london the
audience including the king were so deeply affected that they rose
to their feet while the hallelujah chorus was sung

when that chorus struck up torfor the lord god omnipotent reignethreigneth
they were so transported that they all together with the king who
happened to be present started up and remained standing till the chorus

ended and hence it became the fashion in england for the audience
to stand while that part of the music is performing 24

the messiah consists of instrumental music based mainly on the
string section occasionally embellished by flutes oboes and bassoonsbassoons
trumpets and drums are used for the great climaxes the continuocontinue
consisting of cello bass harpsichord and during the climaxes the
organ forms the basic fundament of this as of every baroque orchestral
composition the solo voices are soprano contralto tenor and bass
the oratorio is divided into three parts the prophecies of the coming
of the messiah the sufferings and the death of the savior and the
resurrection

highlights include the first tenor aria every valley shall be
exalted followed by the chorus singing and the glory of the lord
somewhat later in the first section occurs the famous for unto Us
a child Is born with its powerful rendition of and his name shall
be called wonderful counsellor the mighty god the everlasting
father the prince of peace to many this chorus is the most beautiful
and inspiring part of the entire composition because of its spirit of
hope and promise and the grandeur power and majesty of the music
it certainly is one of the most inspiring and uplifting choral compositions
in all of religious music it is followed by a touching and tender pastoral
symphony that contrasts magnificently with the preceding powerful
chorus the highlight of the second part is the hallelujah chorus
during which the audience still traditionally stands the third section
is introduced by the soprano aria 1 I know that my redeemer liveth
and closes with the chorus worthy Is the lamb that was slain
climaxing in the final amen

handel continued to compose and to perform during the 1740s
and 1750s he wrote other oratorios and concertos some considered
excellent by critics but none as exquisite as the messiah A high point
was the commission of the music for the royal fireworks performed
in 1749 in front of a vast audience of more than twelve thousand
people the music composed for outdoor performance is of martial
nature and was performed originally by an orchestra consisting of nine
trumpets nine horns twenty four oboes twelve bassoonsbassoons one
contrabassooncontrabassoon kettledrumskettledrums and drums the opening ouverture
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is the finest part of the composition powerfully setting the mood with
a courtly grave section played by the entire orchestra this indeed is
royal music the stately music of the court the brilliant allegro
emphasizes the roll of drums and the fanfaresfanfares of the trumpets the

rejoicing section is played three times first by the trumpets then
by the horns and the third time by the entire orchestra this
triumphal music enjoyed immediate success and along with the
water buslmusicmuslc still ranks with the finest orchestral music of the
eighteenth century

in his last years handels health failed and he became blind but
he did not lose his courage or his creative power he wanted to die
on good friday but did not pass away until the morning of the next
day 14 april 1759 and was buried in westminster abbey on friday
20 april

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

because he became converted to the lutheran faith vitus bach
johann Sebastians second great grandfather had to flee from hungary
and settle in wechmarwethmarWechmar near gotha in thuringia he was a baker
but his descendants became town musicians there are seventy
professional musicians in the family not counting all those who played
instruments for their own pleasure 251325 bachs2513achsachs father johann ambrosius

1645 95 was a town musician26musician26 in erfurt
johann sebastian bach was born on 21 march 1685 in eisenach

a small thuringian town bach the youngest of three children was
given music lessons by his father and his uncle and attended the latin
school in eisenach where he became a member of the boys choir he
was an excellent student who learned latin greek mathematics logic
rhetoric and music he memorized the lutheran catechism the
gospels and the epistles in the new testament and graduated second
out of a class of eighty when he was nine years old his mother died
one year later his father also died his oldest brother johann christoph
who later became a musician at the royal court of sweden in stockholm
took care ofofjohannjohann sebastian and continued his music lessons when
he was fifteen young bach transferred to the michaelis gymnasium
in ninUinnlnluneburgeburg where he received free room and tuition in exchange for
singing in the elite mettenchorMettenchor which sang daily in the church
services in 1703 when he was eighteen he accepted an offer as violinist
in the orchestra of the duke of weimar but after only a few months
moved to arnstadt where he became church organist at an annual salary
of eighty five gulden 27he27 he stayed until 1707 when he became church
organist at st blasius in muhlhausen since bach had excellent
knowledge of organ construction he was also given responsibility for
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keeping the organ in good repair on 16 october 1707 he married
his cousincousin barbara bach who bore him seven children four of
whom lived the second son carl philipp emanuel later became
one of the most famous musicians and pianists of his time he
became a member of the orchestra at the court of king frederic
the great of prussia and in 1767 after the kings death replaced
the renowned georg philipp telemann as music director of the city
of hamburg the oldest son wilhelm friedemann was his fathers
favorite he was gifted and talented as a composer and organist but
did not attain the fame and success of his father or younger brother

in 1708 bach returned to weimar duke wilhelm ernst cultivated
the arts and the sciences and laid the foundation for weimar as the
cultural center of germany which it became at the end of the
century when such famous writers and poets as wieland herder
schiller and goethe resided and worked there by now bach was
earning 252 gulden a year three times the amount he had earned in
arnstadt of equal importance to bach was his improved social
standing he was court concertmaster and court organist and his
reputation as organist composer teacher and organ inspector rose
considerably throughout central and northern germany

bach was a perfectionist and his working relationships with other
people were often tempestuous he had very high expectations of
himself and of anyone who worked with him and he was well aware
of his own genius and ability it was most difficult for him to be
obedient to superiors who knew much less about music and instruments
than he did and who treated him as a lowly servant and not with respect
because social position was of utmost importance in society at that time
bach constantly strove to improve his standing by seeking and
accepting not only positions that paid well but positions that placed
him in a higher social class titles and positions were so important
more so than they are today in european society because they brought
distinct social advantages prestige influence and thus power
this meant that a person of high social position endured fewer
humiliations and affronts than a person of lesser station unfortunately
most members of the nobility and the bureaucracy lacked culture and
intellect and it was difficult to respect them for us it is challenging
to understand that bach haydn mozart and goethe were considered
lowly servants who had to keep their distance from the noblemen and
ladies at the court and for example had to eat their meals in the
servants quarters along with the gardeners and butlers A title and
a court appointment often meant considerable improvement of one s

daily circumstances and thus when in 1717 bach had a chance to
become concertmaster of the court and at the same timetime double his
salary he accepted the position so quickly that he failed to follow
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acceptable procedure for terminating his post inin weimar the duke
became so angry with him that he ordered him thrown in prison for
three weeks

at kothen bach had reached the pinnacle of his social career
he was on a par with high military officers and court officials of the
state and only ministers and members of the nobility outrankedoutranked him 28

nevertheless he was of course still a servant and had to observe the
expected social norms and traditions carefully perhaps that was one
of the reasons he eventually traded the courtly life for work in
the city bach s first wife barbara whom he loved very much died
in kothen in 1720 while the composer was on a concert tour when
he returned she had already been buried he needed companionship
and a mother for his four surviving children and a year later he
married anna magdalena wulcklinwiilcklinWulcklinkilnkiin the youngest daughter of the

court and field trumpeter of the music of his highness the prince
of saxe weissenfels 29 she was also the court singer and earned almost
half as much as her husband like the first marriage the unionunion with
anna was very happy she soon became a supportive and valued
companion who raised his four children from the first marriage the
first child was barely older than anna and gave birth to thirteen
children herself seven of whom she lost in their early childhood

it isis difficult to imagine the heartache which the death of his
parents his first wife and ten of his twenty children must have
caused bach these repeated tragic experiences undoubtedly account
on the one hand for the preoccupation with death so prevalent in
many of his compositions and on the other hand for the expression
of deep faith and trust in the savior anna magdalena who lost seven
ofotherher children shared her husband s grief and was a source ofstrength
and comfort to him her substantial musical ability made her an
indispensable coworkerco worker for not only did she assist in teaching music
to the children but every week she copied all the voices for bachs
sunday cantatascantatas her musical notations are so similar to bach s own
that only experts can differentiate between them

if bach was happy respected and succesfulsuccessfulsuccesful in kothen why did
he move to leipzig in 1723 we do not know all the answers but
there must have been several persuasive factors bach s sons were
maturing and their father was deeply concerned about their
education leipzig had the famous thomas school in which he enrolled
the boys immediately after the family s arrival and it also had a
reputable university at which they would continue their education
we know how anxious bach was for his sons to receive a good higher
education 30 but there were other reasons as well for favoring a move
to the city most positions at the courts were rather insecure and
impermanent when the prince died or when financial problems arose
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the musicians were usually the first to lose their livelihoodslikelihoodslivelihoods and had
to seek work elsewhere in contrast the church and the cities offered
security bach also missed playing the organ and composing church
music members of the court at kothen belonged to the reformed
church which frowned on music in the church finally there were
the usual attractions of the big city among them the hope for a
more democratic society a higher salary and better possibilities for
advancement these may have been among the factors that persuaded
bach and his wife to accept in 1723 the position of cantor and
director of music at st thomas church in leipzig

As cantor and music director bach had many responsibilities
including teaching latin and music at the school and overseeing the entire
church music program in the city 31 in addition he was expected to
compose music for church holidays and for sunday services a task he
most admirably mastered he was thirty eight years old when he arrived
with high expectations and he stayed for twenty seven years until his
death inin 1750 he soon discovered that his expectations had been too
high and that his dreams were not fulfilled the cost of living in the city
was much higher than in the small provincial towns his income was
smaller than expected and his work load was considerably more
demanding also dealing with the intransigent and ignorant bureaucracy
and attempting to improve the discipline and the curriculum of the
school proved terribly frustrating and time consuming seven years after
his arrival bach talks about his frustrations in a letter to his lifelong
friend georg erdmann and asks him for a position in danzig

you know the course of my life from my youth up until the change in
my fortunes that took me to cothen as capellmeisterCapellmeister there I1 had a

gracious prince who both loved and knew music and in his service I1

intended to spend the rest of my life it must happen however that
the said serenissimusSerenis simus should marry a princess of Berenburg and that
then the impression should arisearise that the musical interests of said prince

had become somewhat lukewarm especially as the new princess seemed
to be unmusical and it pleased god that I1 should be called hither to
be director musicusmusices and cantor at the thomas schule this post
was described to me in such favorable terms that finally particularly since

my sons seemed inclined toward university studies I1 cast my lot in
the name of the lord and made the journey to leipzig but since

1 1I find that the post is by no means so lucrative as itit had been
described to me 2 1I have failed to obtain many of the fees pertaining
to the office 3 the place is very expensive and 4 the authorities are
odd and little interested in music so that I1 must live amid almost
continual vexation envy and persecution accordingly I1 shall be forced with
gods help to seek my fortune elsewhere should your honor know or
find a suitable post in your city for an old and faithful servant I1 beg you
most humbly to put in a most gracious word of recommendation for me 32
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bach then adds some details that are informative and show his sense
of humor he tells that his fees depend on the number of funerals
at which he performs the music if few people die his fee is small
one almost gets the impression that he hopes for a catastrophe

my present post amounts to about 700 thaler and when there are rather
more funerals than usual the fees rise in proportion but when a healthy
wind blows they fall accordingly as for example last year when I1 lost
fees that would ordinarily come inin from funerals to an amount of more
than 100 thaler in thuringia I1 could get along better on 400 thaler than
here with twice that amount because of the excessively high cost of living 33

bach also collected fees for playing the organ and having the thomas
choir sing at weddings and it made him angry when couples had their
marriage ceremony performed in nearby village churches in order to
avoid the extra charge for musicmusic

in contrast to handel bach and his wife had to economize carefully
in order to manage a household with ten children a household which
had to meet the standards and expectations of a respected middle class
family they seem to have succeeded quite well in fact bach was able
to accumulate a modest library and several musical instruments 34 it
is a tribute to the genius of bach and to the congenial companionship
and able management of his wife that despite all the frustrations and
setbacks he was able to devote so much time to his compositions and
create such extraordinary beauty in his music

two events sweetened and highlighted bachs work in leipzig
in 1736 he was appointed composer to the court capelle by his
royal majesty in poland and serene electoral highness of saxony 35

this title enhanced bachs standing among his colleagues and superiors
the second honor came in 1747 from frederic the great king ofprussia
bachs son carl philipp emanuel had become court musician in
potsdam and through him the king sent an invitation to the father
he was received cordially and with great respect by the king who was
a fine flute player and fair composer himself in gratitude for the kings
graciousness bach composed his musical offeringoffenng which is based in
part on a theme the king himself had suggested but which bach
modified in deepest humility I1 dedicate herewith to your majesty
a musical offering the noblest part of which derives from your
majesty s own august hand 36 being invited to perform in front
of royalty was a distinct honor in bachs day and is somewhat
comparable to a contemporary composer receiving an invitation from
the president of the united states to play his compositions in the white
house

the musical offeringoffenng was bach s last great composition increasingly
his eyesight failed him and after an unsuccessful operation bach
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became completely blind during the last months of his life he
dictated his scores to his wife and other relatives until the end he
worked on his art of the fugue A few days before his death he
dictated the following text for the organ chorale wenn wir in hochstenh6chstenhochsteinhochsten
noten sein no 668 when we are in deepest need to his
soninlawson in law

vor deinendeenen thron tret ich hiermit
0 gott und dich demutigdemiitigdemutis bitt
wend dein gnadig angesichtAnge sicht
von mir betriibtem sunderrinderminder nicht

1 I come before thy throne
0 god and humbly plead
do not turn away thy gracious face
from me a troubled sinnersinner

these words express his final desire to be graciously received by a
loving lord on the evening of 28 july 17501730 he died after having
suffered a heart attack three days later he was buried in st john s

cemetery
when I1 was a boy my mother told me a story which I1 have not

been able to verify and which may well be anecdotal but which
nevertheless demonstrates the respect bach enjoyed among some of
his more sensitive contemporaries frederic the great was assembled
with his court musiciansmusicians inin concert performance when the news of
bach s death reached him he interrupted the performance rose to
his feet and said der alte bach ist1stast tot friend bach is dead the
performance was continued another day not too many people
however took note of bach s death in fact the city council of
leipzig was relieved to be finally rid of a troublesome old man and
quickly appointed a successor a quiet man of mediocre talent who
promised to be less troublesome than bach 37

bachs widow lived in poverty for ten more years when she died
only three boys from the thomas choir which her husband had directed
for so many years sang at her funeral she was buried in a pauper s

grave 38

bach s music which had not been widely popular during his
lifetime was soon forgotten it was revived by the romantics during
the first third of the nineteenth century some seventy five years after
bach s death it can be argued that bachs music is romantic in the
sense that itit containscontains beautifully melodious parts and many sections
of deep emotional impact anguish sorrow and ecstasy while this
is certainly true bach s music also has a very formal rational side
there isis a mathematical exactness in the great attention that bach pays
to the underlying inflexible rhythm usually carried by the bass which
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appears to negate the romantic exuberance this obvious contrast
between heart and mind provides a unique tension and satisfaction
appealing to modern man and it is in part due to this dual quality
that bach today is almost universally acclaimed as one of the greatest
composers of all time

bachs work is so massive that itit surpasses the laymanshaymanslaymans
comprehension his output is unparalleled and embraces practically
every musical genre except opera in leipzig he composed a church
cantata for every one of the approximately sixty sundays and holidays
of the church calendar for five consecutive years sometimes completing
the work barely in time for the performance 39 the standard bach
cantata opens with a brief instrumental introduction and a chorus
followed by several vocal solos inin recitative and aria form and closes
with a chorale only about two hundred of bach s cantatascantatas have been
preserved and they provide a variety of spiritual and secular examples
yet they are both generally of high musical quality and of great spiritual
profundity

I1 have already mentioned that bach wrote all his compositions for
the glory of god and the recreation of the human mind in fact he
did not separate these two aspects to him a piece of music composed
for a wedding the inauguration of a prince or some other worldly
celebration was not essentially different from one composed for a
sunday church service in the lutheran tradition the craftsman who
makes a useful article or the peasant who tills his field honors god
as much as the worshipperworshipper who prays in church or the pastor who
delivers the sunday sermon all aspects of life were spiritual an
attitude we latter day saints certainly understand and embrace thus
when listening to bachs music it isis practically impossible for the
layman to distinguish between the secular and spiritual cantatascantatas an
excellent example of this is the hunting cantata no 208 was
mir behagtbehagg ist nur die muntrejagd which glorifies not so much the
hunt as the beauty of god s creation in nature and which appeals to
the prince to be just and kind to his subjects this cantata contains
one of the masters finest and most gentle arias the famous sheep
may safely graze the unforgettable melody sung by the soprano
is gently counterpointed by a second melody performed by the flutes

it is of course somewhat presumptuous to recommend one of
bachs cantatascantatas to the reader nevertheless sincesince it is quite unreasonable
to expect the novice to listen to all of them I1 shall briefly comment
on some favorites and hope that the reader will feel inspired to hear
the sectionssections discussed

the text for aus der tiefediefe rufe ich herr zu dir no 131311511 from
the depth I1 call on thee 0 lord is based on psalm 130 the
opening instrumental and choral section lifts the worshipperworshipper from the
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bottom of the abyss to the heavenly abode of the lord with a
profoundly nostalgic melody which quickly turns into a more lively
and joyous rhythm in the second verse the expressive last chorus
ends in a fugue when the text announces the grace of our lord
a tender oboe melody suddenly blossoms and glides above the chords
sustained by the voices seeming to bring a message of consolation and
a promise of salvation 40

gottes zeit ist die allerbesteallerbeste zeit no 106 gods time Is
the best time of all was composed for a funeral and the opening
sonatina is exceptionally beautiful with its serene lullaby symbolizing
the calm slumber of those who have died in christ and in the knowledge
that they will be resurrected and reunited with their loved ones it
expresses bach s conviction that death is sweet and desirable because
it means union with christ

the second chorus in preise jerusalem den herrn no 119
praise jerusalem thy lord is very beautiful and isis accompanied

by four trumpets two recorders three oboes drums strings and
continuocontinue the powerful melody aptly underscores the message that
mankind may rejoice because the lord is gracious and merciful

the music of christ lag inin todesbandenTodes banden no 4 christ lay
in death s chains the easter cantata reflects the dramatic aspects
of the text and expresses the contrasting themes of death and the
resurrection the cantata burns with that inner flame which glows
in the soul of every member of the congregation whose religion is
alive 41

herz und mund und tat und leben no 147 heart and
mouth and deed and life is a masterpiece which contains one of
bachs most popular compositions the chorale jesu joy of man s

desiring the chorale occurs after an introductory sinfonia and three
arias by alto bass and tenor voicevolcevoicevolce it closes both the first and second
section of the cantata the first with the verse wohl mirmir da ichjesum
habe 0 wie feste halt ich ihn blessed am I1 that I1 havejesushaveHav ejesusjesus whom
I1 will never let go and the second with the more famous verse

jesus bleibetbleibel meine freude jesu joy of mans desiring the
serene melody of the chorus is embellished by an equally serene and
melodious counterpoint played by the orchestra consisting of strings
oboes and a trumpet which supports the choral line the mood is
one of serene joy and quiet assurance there are few comparable
compositions in all of western music

gott der herr ist sonn und schild no 79 god the lord
Is sun and shield commemorates the lutheran reformation the
libretto is based in part on psalm 84 the second aria sung by the
alto has a lovely oboe counterpoint and the famous chorale nun
danketbanket alle gott now thank we all our god has become a
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staple of congregational singing elneinem feste burg ist unser gott
no 80 A mighty fortress Is our god also commemorates the

reformation and certainly is one of bachs grandest cantatascantatas because
of the richness of voices and instruments and because of the majesty
of the subject the text is based on luthers famous hymn the

battle hymn so called because luther and his followers sang it upon
entering the city of worms in 1530 where luther would face the
imperial diet the chorale tune appears in four of the eight movements
and expresses the triumph of the reformation the victory of light over
the forces of evil the powerful first chorus is a brilliant variation on
luthers theme with the participation of the full orchestra and the
intermittent intonation of the theme by the trumpets and the oboes
the second verse of luthers hymn is sung by a soprano and bass duo
accompanied by strings and oboes the third and fourth verses again
are sung by the chorus

perhaps the most frequently performed cantata is wachetbachet auf
ruftcruft uns die stimme no 140 sleepers awake a voice Is calling
the text is based on the parable of the ten virgins the three vocal
soloists represent the watchman tenor christ bass and the
believing soul soprano the melody of the first chorus is sung by
soprano voices and depicts the virgins as they are waiting for the
bridegroom the other choral voices and the instruments provide the
counterpoint the most famous part of the cantata and one of the most
famous chorales of bach is zion hears the watchman calling sung
by the tenors and brilliantly counterpointed by the violins and violas
playing in unison christ arrives and then passes as the faithful joyously
join him while those who were unprepared are left behind in despair
the final chorale once more repeats the familiar theme this time with
the entire orchestra supporting the chorus here indeed bach allows
us to preview the exaltation awaiting the lords faithful followers

bach composed three oratorios the Chiistchristmasmas oratorioOrato ifoiio being
the best known and five passions of which only two survivesurvive the
st matthew and the st john the st matthew passion is a staple
of the concert season in europe and is usually performed at christmas
or easter it is a massive work with double chorus the text based
on the gospel narrative is set to beautiful music with passages of
distinct lyrical quality in the great closing chorus in deepest grief
the two choirs split in two as if to symbolize mans broken heart la-
ment the savior s death with a throbbing melody the listener finds
some consolation in the final lines rest ye softly rest in peace
in this magnificent work bach approaches an ideal which opera com-
posers to the time of richard wagner were seeking to reestablish and
which was believed to have been achieved by the greeks classic tragedy
based on a profound religious foundation
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in bach s time latin polyphonic music such as the mass was
still performed on important feast days and bach inherited the
tradition and mastered it in his mass inin B minotminoramzmznor he is however a
transitional figure and a master also of the new style of music in which
a single melody dominates amidst harmonic accompaniment like
beethoven s missa solemnisSolemnis bachs monumental composition is a
magnificent expression of mans search for eternal truth the work
isis carefully and masterfully crafted and rich inin complicated artful
structures such as the fugue the music is of sublime majesty and
expresses man s fervent hope for eternal life his profound faith in
christ his love for the eternal father who sent the savior and his
deep longing to return to gods presence

besides his vocal and chamber music bach s organ compositions
are prodigious since all of his life he was preoccupied with the canon
as the most perfect form of counterpoint this musical form occurs again
and again in his organ chorales and fuguesdugues the masterful use of
counterpoint is also apparent inin his keyboard music among which the
weelwellweet temperedclavieristempered clavier is particularly well known this composition
consists of two sets of twenty four preludes42andpreludes42preludes42 and fugues43eachfugues43 each in the
preludes bach reveals and explores the special tonal qualities of the
piano44plano44 and in the fuguesdugues the musical texture and the harmonious
combination of diverse themes each of the two sets covers the twenty
four major and minor keys since much of the keyboard music was
orginallyoriginallyorgin ally written for family use and practice it reflects a unique spirit
of intimacy and warmth

among his orchestral works many of which are lost his six
brandenburg concertos dedicated in 1721 to the margrave of
brandenburg are exceptionally beautiful and have become deservedly
well known they were performed by a much smaller orchestra than
we are used to today and each concerto was written for a different
group of instruments thus the first is for strings three oboes two
horns and a bassoon the second is for strings solo violin flute oboe
and trumpet particularly striking isis the third movement of the first
concerto the instrumentation of the second concerto the sterling string
sections in the third and the piano section in the fifth bach s

expertise as a violinist helped him greatly in the composition of his
violin concertos in A minor E major and D minor these three
concertos demonstrate his special talent for exact and varied phrasing
his violin concertos his triple concerto for flute violin and piano
and his brandenburg concertos represent the climax of the baroque
orchestral style

the compositions discussed here are all worthy of the reader s

attention to become better acquainted with bach the music lover
must listen often and attentively and choose his own favorites the
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greatness of bachs music becomes apparent in its sublimity and inin
its unique combination of mathematical precision and profound
spiritual fervor and passion

bach was a superb craftsman who knew the capabilities and
limitations of the human voice and the instruments for which he
composed especially the organ harpsichord clavichord viola and
violin and he knew what a virtuoso could do with them consequently
his music makes great technical demands on both performers and
audiences yet technical excellence although it underlies every one
of his musical compositions never dominates to the point that melody
intense emotion and religious fervor are overwhelmed As with every
excellent piece of art bach achieves an admirable balance between
the two bach s music indeed is great and will for all time uplift and
inspire audiences and bring them closer to god
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conflict MA thesis brigham young university 1983

enroth ronald M and neil T duddy legitimation processes in some
new religions update 7 september 1983 42 54

fertile ground for supreme court nationallawjournalnationallawNational Law journal 5 9 may 1983 24

foley mike the church in hawaii poi pourripoudri this people 5 november
1984461984 46 51

freebairn paul hastings employment needs of unemployed and
underemployed adult latter day saints on oahubahu hawaii phd
diss brigham young university 1983

frey mary lou anderson comparable worth comparable pay for
comparable work exponent II11il 10 winter 1984 7

galliher john F and john R cross morals legislation without morality
the case ofnevadaof nevada new brunswick NJ rutgers university press 1983

the godmakersGodmakers sunstone review 3 july august 1983 5

godmakersGodmakers continues to arouse strong reactions sunstone review 3

november december 1983 16

gottlieb robert and peter wiley americas saints the rise of mormon
power new york putnamsputnamsrPutnams 1984

gurgel klaus D missions of the church ofjesusofjesus christ oflatterof latternuffer day saints
united states and possessions ogden utah atlas publishing co
1984

mormon church membership inin the united states and possessions
by region state and county 1980 ogden utah atlas publishing
co 1983

harris claudia W making sense of the senseless an irish education
dialogue 17 winter 1984 82 99

hatch david kirk international travel of brigham young university
faculty MA thesis brigham young university 1984

heaton tim B and sandra calkins family size and contraceptive use
among mormonscormonsMormons 1965 75 review of religious research 25

december 1983 102 13

hicks michael aesthetics and noeticsNoerics right brain wrong brain
sunstone 9 january february 1984 44 45

the tongue of the dumb sunstone 9 autumn 1984 47

hill david H perceptions of parents and teachers ofofabiohabia biweeklyweeklybi report
system in selected LDS daytime seminaries edd diss brigham
young university 1984

hinckley tamaratamarajtamaraeTamaraJJ the unanswerable question exponent II11 spring
1984 14

holdman floyd and nelson wadsworth utah toronto skyline press 1984

jolleyjolleyjoannjoann church educational system A learning proposition this
people 5 october 1984 60 66
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LDS in the military blessed are the peacemakersPeacemakers this people
5 june july 1984 66 73

redburgrexburgRexburg and ricks college minding each others business
ensign 14 january 1984 20 27

king robert R and kay atkinson king the effect of mormon
organizational boundaries on group cohesion dialogue 17 spring
1984611984 61 7375

ladanye thomas wendell A study of twelve successful latter day saint
seminary teachers how they are perceived by their students with
reference to care and respect edd diss brigham young
university 1983

langlois larry kent mormonscormonsMormons and the family phd diss university
of southern california 1984

lebaronlebaronjoelfjoeljoei F taufthustamsthusjoeljoel taught coloniacolonialebaronlebaron church of the firstbornFirstborn
of the fulnessfalness of times 1984

lincoln C eric race religion and the continuing american dilemma
new york hill and wange 1984

lubeck kathleen the church and computers using tools the lord has
provided ensign 14 june 1984 24 28

mcconkie oscar W jr LDS concept of the family journal of collegiumofcollegium

aesculapiusaesculapium 2 july 1984 46 5511

macmurray val D international health and the church journal of
collegium aesculapiusaesculapium 1 december 1983 5 19

the star thrower christian service in africa journal of
collegium aesculapiusaesculapium 2 july 1984 38 45

martymany martin E prayer in the schools let them have it christian
century 101 14 march 1984 267

mason james 0 public health initiatives journal of collegium
aesculapiusaesculapium 2 july 1984 33 37

mauss armand L sociological perspectives on the mormon subculture
annual review of sociology 10 1984 437 60

mayfield david M the genealogical library of the church ofjesusofjesus christ
of latter day saints library trends 32 summer 1983 111 27

mormon gains caiChichristianistian century 101 2 may 1984 457
mormon polygamist fails in court effort church and state 3377 june 19198484

21
mormonscormonsMormons outwork christians christianity today 28 15june 1984 28

newbold gail the LDS church news and then there was the time
this people 5 december january 1984 63 68

new figures show overall growth in american churches canchristianitystittlstianityanity
today 28 13 june 1984 38

nibley hugh leadership versus management BbyutodayBYUYU today 3388 february
1984 16 19 45 47

no to polygamy christian century 101 23 may 1984 545
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norman V garth san lorenzo as thethejareditejareditejaredineJaredite city of lib newsletter
ananddproproceedingsceedidgsdings of ththee sosocietygiecieglety foforr early histohistoricnicric Aarchaeologynohnojaeology 151531553 Jlunejuneune

1983 1 9

oakes cindy 1 I can dig itidl A firsthandfirst hand account of the 1984 nauvoo
dig restoration trailforumtrail sorumforum 10 august 1984 3

orr fay beware of cults bearing bibles an evangelical warns mormonscormons
are more dangerous than mooniesmoonvesMoonies alberta report 7 november
1983 59

oviatt moyne the quaker mystical model sunstone 9 january february
1984 14 16

owen grant beyond teaching correct principles some thoughts on
mormon youth and development of free agency journal of the
association of mormon counselors and psychotherapists 10 january
1984 21 22 26

parenthood priesthood and practice journal of collegium tesculaaesculaaesculapiusaesculapiumP lum
2 july 1984 4 13

partridge thomas L perceived similarity and value agreement identification
with parents among LDS adolescent males MS thesis brigham
young university 1983

penny WJ E penny J F mayberry andjanda rhodes mormonscormonsMormons smoking
and ulcerative colitis lancet 8362 3 december 1983 1315

pilcherpilcherjoejoe ex cop royston runs afoul of utah law but not his three
wives people 20 28 november 1983 83 86 87

poole kit the church in ottawa at wilderness edge this people 5

march april 1984 64 70
poore ross patterson jr church school entanglement in utah lanner

V wimmer phd diss university of utah 1983
price paul burton the effects of a curriculum supplement on the moral

reasoning of adolescents attending weekday religious education
MS thesis brigham young university 1984

raynes marybeth in celebration of a sunday school class sunstone 9

january february 1984 43

rigby christine the case of the purloined diary notes A court
confrontation with the dreaded stars of the anti mormon press utah
holiday 13 may 1984 13 14

rogers john thomas communicating chchrestchristchistcarestist to the cults schaumburg ill111111.ililiiiii
regular baptist press 1983

rogers thomas F reflections from the ganges BYU studies 24 spring
1984 173 88

rozen leah latter day lawyers A mormon firm obeys its elders
american lawyer 5 juneoune 1983 5

rytting marvin in my father s house are many closets sunstone 9
autumn 1984 45 47

salt lake city utah glamour april 1984 245
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saxey roderick A physicians reflections on old testament medicine
dialogue 17 autumn 1984 122 28

sechsechjohnhJohnSec john ellis the mormonscormonsMormons bloodless war fate 37 march 1984
76 77

sheehy sandy salt lake city vibrant vigorous and still visionary town
and country 137 august 1983 158 67 197 200

shepherd gary and gordon shepherd mormonism in secular society
changing patterns in official ecclesiastical rhetoric review of
religious research 26 september 1984 28 42

mormon commitment rhetoric journalforJournjournalalnoralforarnorforfoz the scientific study
of religionofreligion 23 june 1984 129 39

shupe anson Ddjrajr jr david G bromley and donna L oliver the anti
cult movement in Ameiamericaeoaicafoa A bibliography andhistoricaland historical survey new
york garland publishing 1984

sinclair faulkner tom mormonscormonsMormons the most peculiar people of all
canadian review of american studies 14 1983 315 20

smith larry kay using microcomputers to project LDS church growth
honors thesis brigham young university 1984

smith norman lee why are mormonscormons so susceptible to medical and
nutritional quackery journal of collegium aesculapiusaesculapium 1

december 1983 29 34

spendlove D C D W west and W M stanish risk factors and the
prevalence of depression in mormon women social science and
medicine 18 1984 491 95

stansfleldstansfield elaine salt lake city baby city USA humanisthumanist4444 may
june 1984 19 21 43

stark rodney the rise of a new world faith review of religious
research 26 september 1984 18 27

stern richard K L now you see it now you dont forbes 131
20 june 1983 33 34

stinner william F and stephen H kan newcomer returnee difference
in nonmetropolitan utah communities social science journal 2211

april 1984 135 49
the stock fraud capital tries to clean up its act business week

6 february 1984 76
stott gerald effects of college education on the religious involvement

of latter day saints BYU studies 24 winter 1984
43 52

summers carrie tanner the incidence of obesity in LDS college women
the effect of selected physical socio environmental variables on the
total percent body fat in two populations of LDS women MS
thesis brigham young university 1984

teusher marlow D the twelve of the ninety eighth eastern standard
times 4 february march 1983 10 11 18
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thomas darwin L family in the mormon experience in families and
religions conflict and change inin modern society edited by william
V dantoniacantoniaDAn tonia and joan aldous 267 88 beverly hills calif sage
publications 1983

thomas emma rebecca the language of niceness sunstone 9 autumn
1984 16 19

thorstenson C T the mormon commitment to family recreation
journal ofphysicaeducationof physical education recreation anddanceand dance 5555 october 1984
50 51

tippetts larry wayne an analysis of the teaching support program of
the LDS church educational system edd diss brigham young
university 1984

toney michael B carle mckewen and stephan kan mormon and
nonmormonNonMormon migration in and out of utah review of religious
research 25 december 1983 114 26

tonks renata education for women at brigham young university
students perceptions of opportunities problems and stereotypes
honors thesis brigham young university 1984

ulrich gael speaking up two way communication in the church
dialogue 17 autumn 1984 134 43

phariseesPharis ees and sinners exponent 11II 10 winter 1984 5

ulrich laurel thatcher visiting teaching part 11II exponent II11il 10 winter
1984 8 9

underwood jan seeing beyond the category reflections on a single life
ensign 14 march 1984 26 29

van atta dale god and man at the CIA washington december 1983
108 112 13 115 16 188 120

walen williamjosephwilliam joseph dont get unhinged by doorbell evangelists
US catholic 49 march 1984 39 40

ward maurine the homefrontHomefront campaigns connecting this people
5 august september 1984 36 43

warner cecelia helmuth huebener antagonist or protagonist sunstone
review 4 march 1984 2 4

warren bruce W A cautious interpretation of a mesoamericanMeso American myth
reflections upon 01 mec jareditejaredine roots newsletter and proceedingsandproceedings

of the society for early historic archaeology 154 july 1983
1 10

weldon linda K female attrition in higher education A trend study
of brigham young university 1975 1982 edd diss brigham
young university 1984

wheatley pesci
I1

meg women in the work force exponentexponentii1110II 10 winter
1984 6 7 13

white marilyn curtiscurriscurdis guilt trips exponent 11II 10 winter 1984
15
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winkel brycebrycejhrycejJ A comparison between utah and oregonoregonwashingtonwashington
student attitudes and expectations regarding seminary seminary
grades and seminary academic work edd diss brigham young
university 1984

worlton marsha W the relationship in an LDS sample between marital
congruence of attitude and work status and child outcomes of social
competency IQ and school adjustment MS thesis brigham
young university 1984

yancey philip who are today s phariseesPharis ees christianity today 27
october 1983 79

DOCTRINAL

andersen wilson K voting within the restored church of christ in
hearken 0 ye people discourses on the doctrine and covenants
79 92 1984 sperry symposium sandy utah randall book 1984

barker james L apostasy sromfrom the desinddivine church salt lake city bookcraft 1984

bohn robert F A modern look at titheableTitheable income sunstone 9
january february 1984 17 24

book ofmormonof mormon critical text provo utah foundation for ancient research
and mormon studies 1984

boone david F prepared for the restoration ensign 14 december 1984
17 21

bradley lanian the saints of middle america new society 61 30 september
198253819825581982 558538 39

brown S kent lehisgehis personal record quest for a missing source BYU
studies 24 winter 1984 19 42

brunson L madelon stranger in a strange land A personal response to
the 1984 document dialogue 17 autumn 1984 11 17

bush lester E jr and armand L mauss neither white nor black
mormon scholars confront the race issue in a universal church
midvale utah signature books 1984

caldwell C max what think ye of christ ensign 14 february
1984 18 22

cheesman paul R the world of the book of mormon bountiful utah
horizon publishers 1984

cheesman paul R and barbara W hutchings pathways to the past A
guide to the ruins of mesoamenmesoamericaMeso AmenAmericaca bountiful utah horizon
publishers 1984

cheesman paul R and C wilfred griggs scripturesforscriptures porforagr the modernmodem world
salt lake city bookcraft 1984

christensen ross T stela 5 izapaczapa A review of its study as the lehi tree
of life stone newsletter and proceedings of the society for early
historic archaeology 156 march 1984 1 6
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committee on celestial demographics in the heavens are parents
single report no LI1 dialogue 17 spring 1984 84 86

cowan richard 0 the doctrine and covenants our modern scripture salt
lake city bookcraft 1984

the twelve then and now in the church educational system
religious educators symposium on the new testament 92 94
salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
1984

cracroft paul A clear poetic voice ensign 14 january 1984 28 31
crowther duane S atlas and outline of the acts of the apostles

bountiful utah horizon publishers 1984
davern cedric 1I evolution and creation two world views dialogue

17 spring 1984 44 50
Derrdeffdennderrjilljill mulvay an endowment of power the LDS tradition dialogue

17 autumn 1984 17 21

dunn loren C teaching by the power of the spirit ensign 14 september
1984 8 12

edwards paul M preface to faith A philosophicalinquiryphilosophical inquiry into RLDS beliefs
midvale utah signature books 1984

RLDS priesthood structure and process dialogue 17 autumn
1984 6 11

elefson vern the doctrine of baptism for the dead how firm Is its
foundation restoration 3 april 1984 12 14

featherstone VaughvaughnjvaughnanJ the disciple of christ salt lake city deseret book
co 1984

garrard lamar E what Is man in hearken 0 ye people discourses
on the doctrine and covenants 133 52 1984 sperry symposium
sandy utah randall book 1984

heeren john donald B lindsay and marylee mason the mormon
concept of mother in heaven A sociological account of its origins
and development journal for the scientific study of religion 2233

december 1984 396 411
hepworth joseph T dating the birth of jesus christ sunstone 9

january february 1984 9 13

hiatt roger L the physical attributes of the savior journal of collegium
aesculapiusaesculapium 2 july 1984 25 32

hilton hope A and lynn M hilton the lihyanitesLihyanites sunstone 9

january february 1984 4 8

hinckley gordon B and the greatest of these Is love ensign 14 march
1984 2 5

isaiah and the prophets inspired voices from the old testament provo

utah religious studies center brigham young university 1984
jackson kent P early signs of the apostasy ensign 14 december 1984

8 16
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jensen jay E why we ask people to read the book of mormon ensign
14 august 1984 18 20

kimball spencer W jesus of nazareth ensign 14 december 1984 2 7

kirkland boyd jehovah as the father sunstone 9 autumn 1984 3366 44
kraut ogden calling andelectionand election salt lake city pioneer press 1984
larson anthony E and the earth shall reel to and fro the prophecy

trilogy vol 11II orem utah zedek books 1983
ludlow daniel H A companion to your study of the doctrine and

covenants salt lake city deseret book co 1984
mcconkie bruce R behold the condescension of god new era 14

december 1984 34 39
I1 I1 A man called john new era 14 may 1984 4 6

this generation shall have my word through you in hearken
0 ye people discourses on the doctrine and covenants 3 15 1984
sperry symposium sandy utah randall book 1984

mcconkie joseph F restoring the doctrine and the covenants in
hearken 0 ye people discourses on the doctrine and covenants
153 65 1984 sperry symposium sandy utah randall book 1984

the spirit ofrevelationof revelation salt lake city deseret book co 1984
madsen truman G souls aflame the prayer heritage of the latter day

saints new era 14 july 1984 44 50

the temple in antiquity provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1984

matthews robert J the joseph smith translation A primary source for
the doctrine and covenants in hearken 0 ye people discourses
on the doctrine and covenants 79 92 1984 sperry symposium
sandy utah randall book 1984

maxwell neal A our acceptance of christ ensign 14 june 1984 69 74
we talk of christ we rejoice inin christ salt lake city deseret

book co1984co 1984
mehew randall K historical outline odtheof theabearf book ofAodaofaformonof formonmormon orem utah

millennial press 1983
millet robert L the development of the concept of zion in mormon

theology phd diss florida state university 1983

the vision of the redemption of the dead in hearken 0 ye
people discourses on the doctrine and covenants 22515 1 69 1984 sperry
symposium sandy utah randall book 1984

millet robert L and kent P jackson eds studies in scripture volume
one the doctrine and covenants sandy utah randall book 1984

monson thomas S an invitation to exaltation ensign 14 july 1984
69 74

moss james R the doctrine and covenants and the conversion process

in hearken 0 ye people discourses on the doctrine and covenants
271 85 1984 sperry symposium sandy utah randall book 1984
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norman V garth archaeology at izapaczapa since 1960 as seen from the
perspective of the book of mormon research interest newsletter and
proceedingsproceedingsfor fotfor the societyforearlysociety fotfor eartyearly historic archaeology 156 march
1984 6 10

nyman monte S the most correct book ensign 14 june 1984
20 23

six visions of eternity section 76 in hearken 0 ye people
discourses on the doctrine and covenants 105 18 1984 sperry
symposium sandy utah randall book 1984

odea thomas F mormonism and the avoidance of sectarian stagnation
in religion inin america edited by george C bedell leo sandonsandonjrjr
and charles T wellborn 196 201 new york macmillan publishing
co 1982

olsen donald P understanding the scope of the grace of christ
sunstone 9 autumn 1984 20 25

ostler blake T the mormon concept of god dialogue 17 summer
1984651984 65 93

overview odtheof taethefae book ofofmormonmormon independence mo zarahemlaZarahemla research
foundation 1982

packer boyd K our fathers plan salt lake city deseret book co 1984
petersen mark e- the jareditesJaredites salt lake city deseret book co 1984

the sons of mosiah salt lake city deseret book co 1984
peterson H donl moroni ancient prophet modern messenger

bountiful utah horizon publishers 1983
recent book ofmormonof mormon developments independence mo herald house

nd
reeve rex C jr proving the holy scriptures in hearken 0 ye

people discourses on the doctrine and covenants 49 64 1984 sperry
symposium sandy utah randall book 1984

rice edward american saints andseersand seers american born religions andtheand toethe
genius behind them new york four winds press 1982 47 67

ricks stephen D the appearance of elijah and moses in the kirtlandkirdandkirland
temple and thejewishthe jewish passover BYU studies 23 fall 1983 483 86

the treaty covenant pattern in king benjamins address mosiah
1 6 BYU studies 24 spring 1984 151 62

tithing in ancient and modern israel in hearken 0 ye
people discourses on the doctrine and covenants 205 17 1984 sperry
symposium sandy utah randall book 1984

romney marion G the celestial nature of self reliance ensign 14 june
1984 2 6

jesus savior and redeemer new era 14 april 1984 32 39
receiving and applying spiritual truth ensign 14 february

1984 2 5

we are children of god ensign 14 september 1984 2 6
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seaich eugene ancient texts andmormonismand mormonism the real answer to critics
of mormonism murray utah published by author 1983

shepherd gordon and gary shepherd A kingdom transformed themes
in the development ofofmormonismmormonism salt lake city university of utah
press 1984

skousen W cleon isaiah speaks to modern times salt lake city ensign
publishing co 1984

smith george D Is there any way to escape these difficulties the
book of mormon studies ofofblofbB H roberts dialogue 17 summer
1984 94 111

smith hyrum M and janne M sjodahl doctrine and covenants
commentary salt lake city deseret book co 1978

snow lorenzo the teachings of lorenzo snow fifth president of the
church ofofjesusjesus christ of latter day saints compiled by clyde J
williams salt lake city bookcraft 1984

snow marcellus S the challenge of theological translation new
german versions of the standard works dialogue 17 summer 1984
133 49

sorenson john L digging into the book of mormon our changing
understanding of ancient america and its scripture ensign 14

september 1984 26 37

digging into the book of mormon our changing understanding
of ancient america and its scripture panpart 2 ensign 14 october
1984 12 23

tickemyer garland E joseph smith and process theology dialogue 17

autumn 1984 75 85
treat raymond C what Is in the book of mormon Is there for a purpose

ZarazarahemazarahemlaZarahjemaemeaemlahemaemed record 24 25 26 spring summer fall 1984 12 15
21 22

washburn jessie nile the miracle of the book 0ofif mormon orem utah
book production services 1984

whalen william J what different churches believe about the afterlife
US catholic february 1984 28 33

zindler frank R the mormon book of abraham american atheist 27

january 1985 29 34

historical

accola john idaho vs mormonscormonsMormons rocky mountain magazine 12 july
august 1983 20

adams dale W chartering the kirtland bank BBYUYU studies 2233 fall
1983 467 82

alder douglas D die auswanderung utah historical quarterly 5522 fall
1984 370 88
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alder douglas D paula J goodfellow and ronald G watt creating
a new alphabet for zion the origin of the deseret alphabet utah
Histoicalhistorical quarterly 52 summer 1984 275 86

alexander thomas G andjamesandjames B alienallenailen cormonsmormons and gentiles A history
of salt lake city boulder colorado pruett publishing 1984

anderson richard L ray county in mormon history ray county
mirror 6 april 1984 3 6

anderton douglas L quantitative analysis of behavioral change in the
utah frontier fertility transition womens birth cohorts 1840 1899
phd diss university of utah 1983

arrington leonardjleonard J the lehi beet sugar factory beehive history 10
1984 16 21

rural life among nineteenth century mormonscormonsMormons the womanscomans
experience agricultural history 58 july 1984 239 46

tracy collins bank and trust company A record of responsibility
1884 1984 midvale utah eden hill 1984

arrington leonard J and susan arrington madsen sunbonnet sisters true
stories ofofmormonmormon women andfrontierand frontier life salt lake city bookcraft
1984

backman milton V A profile of latter day saints ofofkirtlandkirtland ohio and
members ofofzionsZionslions camp 1830 1839 provo utah brigham young
university department of church history and doctrine 1982

clothed with bonds of charity the law of consecration and
stewardship in ohio 1830 1838 in hearken 0 ye peopeoplele
discourses on the doctrine and covenants 93 104 1984 sperry sym-
posium sandy utah randall book 1984

barber phyllis experimenting with love review of religion andsexualityand sexuality
the shaker the mormonscormonsMormons and the oneida community utah
holiday 14 october 1984 26 28

barney ronald 0 A star among valleys pioneer 30 november
december 1983 8 9

barrus roger milton religion regime and politics the founding and
political development of utah phd diss harvard university 1984

bartschi D P elegant midway home woven into three pioneer families
pioneer 31 july august 1984 7 9

bashore melvin L the 1876 arsenal hill explosion utah historical
quarterly 52 summer 1984 246 55

bateman ronald R deep creek reflections 125 years of settlement at
ibapahlbapah utah 1859 1984 salt lake city ronald R bateman 1984

beadle J H recusant sects of mormonscormonsMormons restoration 3 april 1984 24 30
bean lee L geraldine mineau and douglas anderton residence and

religious effects on declining family size an historical analysis of
the utah population review of religious research 2255 december
1983 91 101
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bennett dana mormon polygamy in early southeastern idaho idaho
yesterdays 28 spring 1984 24 30

bennett richard edmond mormonscormonsMormons at the missouri A history of the
latter day saints at winter quarters and at kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville 1846 52 A
study in american overland trail migration phd diss wayne state
university 1984

bergeson nancy history of the forty second parallel as a political
boundary between utah and idaho MA thesis utah state
university 1984

blasongame beverly M and patricia jasper eds A gathering of saints in
alaska an informal chronicle of the church ofofjesusjesus christ ofoflatterlutterlatter
day saints in the state ofalaskaof alaska salt lake city hiller industries 1983

bliss jonathan merchants and miners in utah the walker brothers and
their bank salt lake city western epics 1983

bradshaw afton bradford tennis in utah the first fifty years
1885 1935 utah historical quarterly 52 spring 1984 179 96

bushman richard L joseph smith and the beginnings of mormonism
urbana university of illinois press 1984

cannon donald Q latter day visions of the savior in hearken 0 ye
people discourses on the doctrine and covenants 119 31 1984 sperry
symposium sandy utah randall book 1984

cannon kenneth L II11 deseretsdespretsDeserets red stockings and out of townersdowners
baseball comes of age in salt lake city 1877 79 utah historical
quarterly 52 spring 1984 136 57

carter thomas north european horizontal log construction in the
sanpete sevier valleys utah historical quarterly 5533 winter 1984
50 71

carter thomas robert building zion folk architecture in the mormon
settlements of utahs sanpete valley 1850 1890 phd diss
indiana university 1984

A century has passed the duncan valley 1883 1983 duncan
arizona duncan centennial committee 1984

the chase mill an enduring legacy 17 1984 137 92
christensen N lalaverllaveriverlveri provos two tabernacles andtheand the people waowhopaomao built

them provo utah provo utah east stake 1983
christiansen larry D the mormon battalion in cochise county and

adjacent areas the cochise quarterly 13 fall winter 1983 3 42
christiansen wayne S frisco wildest camp in utah olyoldoldwestpestwestmest 21 fall

1984451984 45 47
A hawaiian ghost town in utah true west 30 may 1983

57 59
christianson james R in search of the sensational in hearken 0 ye

people discourses on the doctrine and covenants 31 47 1984 sperry
symposium sandy utah randall book 1984
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clark john L the mormon church and utah salt manufacturing
1847 1918 arizona and the west 26 autumn 1984 225 42

comeaux malcolm selection of the arizona utah boundary journal of
arizona history 24 autumn 19851983 237 54

cowan richard 0 the church in the twentieth century salt lake city
bookcraft 1984

the living canon in hearken 0 ye people discourses on the
doctrine and covenants 17 30 1984 sperry symposium sandy utah
randall book 1984

crowell david the restoration trail reconstructed restoration trail
forum 10 may 1984 3388

davies J kenneth mormon gold the story of californiasCalifornias mormon
argonauts salt lake city olympus publishing co 1984

dewsnup ronald K the waves of immigration utah historical quarterly
52 fall 1984 347 69

dunfeydunfeyjuliejuliejuile living the principle of plural marriage mormon women
utopia and female sexuality in the nineteenth century feminist
studies 10 1984 523 36

ellison marrion comp an inventory and index to the records of carson
county utah andnevadaand nevada territories 1855 1861 reno nevada the
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city bookcraft 1984
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1984 70 73
rector connie sustaining sandy utah randall book 1984
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scott richard G the power of the book of mormon in my life ensign
14 october 1984 6 11
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CONWAY B SONNE saints on the seas A maritime bistorhistoryhistory of
mormon migration 1830 1890 salt lake city university of utah
press 1983 212 ppap 200020.002000

reviewed by william G hartley senior research historian joseph fielding smith
institute for church history brigham young university

liking latter day saint immigration history I1 prize this book
which sits on my library shelf next to the classic LDS migration studies
by william mulder P A M taylor gustive larson and leroy hafen
nevertheless saints on the seas feels like a readers digest version
of something longer and richer that does not exist regrettably the
six hundred page saga the subject so richly deserves is not found here
perhaps the authors plans for a forthcoming LDS maritime encyclopedia
caused this volume to be brief

saints on the seas like a fine but small ship sails successfully into
previously uncharted historical waters conway sonne a trustee of the
national maritime museum association wrote this book because little
has been written about the rich maritime tradition of the mormon
church ix he describes the LDS migration over water
missionaries outbound and immigrants inbound from 1830 to 1890

stepping aboard sonnes book we find it to be a hybrid a mix of
monograph reference book and maritime chronicle rudderingridderingRuddering the book
is the massive data sonne has collected prodigious research is evident
concerning about 33255252 5 ocean and river vessels or nearly every important
vessel that carried the saints always his focus is ships their types
sizes speeds schedules passenger capacities builders and captains
despite its large cargo of facts and statistics the book frequently pulls
us easily out to sea where we taste salt breezes hear gruff sea captains
squint at masts and riggingsbiggingsriggings and smell musty holds below deck

sonne serves us eight chapters one on the LDS gathering one
on missionaries voyages two on sailing ships one on riverboatsriverboats two
on transoceanic steamers and a final statistical assessment he also
provides eleven appendices twenty seven pages packed with original
calculations and tables

readers seeking full discussions of LDS emigration find only short
synopses here and should consult the detailed monographs by mulder
and taylor however several of the best voyage stories the
international olympus julia ann and riverboat saluda for
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example are briefly retold here too often LDS migration is thought
of in terms of the atlantic ocean and europe but sonne reminds us
of the ignored pacific aspects too

avoiding parochialisms that plague much LDS history writing
the author puts LDS water travel into the larger context of international
maritime history to explain the safety of LDS voyages in the 1840s
for example he gives statistics on 1840 41 ocean wrecks in general
while his narration proceeds chronologically forward through six
decades he keeps readers abreast of technological changes affecting
water transport for landlubberslandlubbers he defines differences between ships
barkentinesbarkenrinesbarkentinesrinesdines brigantinesbrigantines brigs schoonersschoonensschoo ners and barks here and there
he sprinkles in bits of maritime color such as this ditty about the
speedy or else black ball line on which saints sometimes sailed

tis larboard and starboard on deck you will sprawl
for kicking jack williams commands the black ball

52

the narrative is peppered with historically valuable maritime details
not known before sonne calculates for example that sail voyages from
liverpool to new orleans averaged fifty four days from liverpool to
new york thirty eight days and by steamer from liverpool to
new york eleven days the average size of LDS immigrating companies
was 22717 1 while no one can know exactly how many saints emigrated
between 1830 and 1890 sonne s figures are as reliable as any 85000
emigrants out of about 91600 LDS passengers noah rogers he says
was the first mormon to sail around the world 1845

his chapter about riverboatsriverboats the saints used on the hudson ohio
missouri and mississippi rivers breaks new paths or should we say charts
new routes to 1855 17600 of 18500 LDS immigrants churned
up the mississippi river on dozens of riverboatsriverboats sonne identifies fifty
three by name against a backdrop of general US river history he
describes several LDS upriver voyages

notable too is his discussion of twenty one transoceanic steamers
that carried LDSLIDSliosllos emigrants startingstarring inin 1868 almost half of all LDS
emigrants 1840 90 came on such steamers in two chapters he
describes specific steamers voyages and the maritime context readers
should supplement these chapters with richard jensen s steaming
through arrangements for mormon emigration from europe
1869 1887 journaljournalofmormonofmormonofbonmonMormon history 2 1982 3 23 sonne relies
for some of his interpretation on jensenshensensJensens earlier piece without
making adequate acknowledgment

of sonne s eleven informed appendices appendix one bears
particular importance for LDS historians it is the fullest and most
reliable chronological list ever compiled of LDS emigrant companies
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it is better than and should replace the LDS historical department s

standard list because it adds non european voyages arrival as well as
departure dates and details about vessels another appendix lists the
twenty four LDS voyages with highest death tolls statistical proof that
LDS companies enjoyed remarkable safety at sea other appendices list
shipmastersshipmasters vessels carrying the most passengers shipbuildersshipbuilders steamship
lines the saints used and construction facts about specific vessels

A rich bonus the books forty six illustrations create the best
picture gallery in print ofofldsoflasLDS hired sailing steam and river vessels
also valuable sonne s nine page bibliography lists many LDS and
especially non LDS maritime sources that would be next to impossible
to discover by anyone not a seasoned maritime scholar

however a few minor errors and omissions appear in 1841
the caroline collina in some accounts made two not one LDS
voyages according to quebec newspaper accounts monarch odtheof ahetheabe sea
emigrants in 1861 were not crammed together 56 instead as diarist
johanna nilsson lindholm noted it is an excellent vessel large
roomy in our pioneer netiHetineziheritageragetageaage salt lake city daughters of the utah
pioneers 1961 549 50 the discussion 123 of castle gardens
new york arrival depot abruptly cuts into a steamers chapter

giving readers the erroneous impression that the depot had slight
importance for sailing saints sonne s use of linforths list of
emigrant occupations for the 1850s 29 should be accompanied by
passenger occupation analyses for other decades such as that found
in gordon irving and richard jensenshensensJensens study of amazon passengers
pacific coast branch of american historical association paper 1979

sonnes reasons why emigration diminished around 1890 144 45 do
not include the most important one overpopulation of utah and
idaho valleys as richard sherlock noted in mormon migration and
settlement after 1875 journal ofmormonof Mormon history 2 1975 54 56

it is regrettable that in a reference book of LDS vessels sonne
did not design his bibliography to help the public know how to locate
what ship their ancestors sailed on emigration index cards and passenger
lists at the LDS church archives or where to find firsthand accounts
of particular voyages paul smarts list in his and david pratt s world
conference on records paper life aboard an emigrant ship

nevertheless saints on the seas is a fit ship packaged well
with pleasant layout and design generous illustrations scholarly
endnotes and bibliography index maps solid binding quality
printing and archival grade paper

this book is entertaining reading valuable history and a vital
reference book As volume 17 in the university of utah s publications
in the american west series it is a spanking credit to the series
editors and publisher
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editor

richard cracroftsCracrofts review of the special issue on peace
dialogue ajournalqfmormonA journal of mormon thought 17 winter 1984 indicated
that dialogue is behind in its publishing schedule since 1983 dialogue
has appeared regularly and on time dr cracroft may have been a
bit confused because the winter 1984 issue to which he referred
was mailed in earlyjanuaryearly january of 1985 the seasonal schedule for winter
however includes december january and february subscribers now
regularly receive their dialogue issues in march june september and
december of each year

linda king newell
L jackson newell

editors dialogue
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